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Executive Summary 

The internet has developed over the last decade as an open platform for innovation with low access barriers 
for end-users, providers of content, applications and services as well as for providers of internet access 
services. On the one hand, by using abstraction layers, the original internet architecture enables rapid changes 
of the application and link layers resulting in a high level of innovation. On the other hand, the internet’s own 
success has made it increasingly difficult to introduce truly innovative ideas to the network elements which 
form the network providers’ network. As a consequence, network operators face a number of challenges such 
as networks that are expensive and complex to build and operate as well as a long time between service 
inception and realization. Software-defined networking (SDN) and network function virtualization (NFV) are 
considered as two complementary enablers to spur innovation, reduce complexity and reduce costs. The UNIFY 
architecture implements an overarching architecture based on SDN and NFV principles taking into account the 
demands of a Service Provider DevoPs (SP-DevOps) regime. Economic validation of such proposals is however 
lacking so far. The information provided in this deliverable provides a start to close that research gap. 

This deliverable, D2.3, documents the findings of the techno-economic studies that were conducted to provide 
an understanding of the economic viability of the architecture, proposed by UNIFY (see D2.2 for reference 
architecture). It does so in four sections that each tackle a specific topic. The first two sections focus on a 
qualitative anlysis of roles and the interactions between roles in the ecosystem: (1) the tranformation of the 
ecosystem and (2) the relationship between open source software (OSS) communities and standards 
development organization/industry fora (SDOs/IF). The last two sections focus on quantitative analysis: (3) 
cost analysis of the architecture as proposed by the UNIFY project in comparison to a state-of-the-art legacy 
approach and (4) proposal of a dynamic revenue management algorithm as an illustration of new revenue 
opportuniteis. 

Key takeaways from each of the four sections are: 

1. Tranformation of the ecosystem 

The results of the ecosystem analysis suggests that the wide adoption of SDN/NFV-based architectures such 
as the UNIFY architecture could transform the ecosystem roles and their interactions: 

 Network equipment vendors may shift away from their role as provider of specialized hardware 
towards a role of solution provider with a focus on providing software products that enable higher cost 
efficiency. At the same time, vendors face increased competition from companies that offer support 
for products based on open source software (OSS) and vendors of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) 
hardware. Network operators may start to develop their own software solutions in-house. 

 Traditional ISPs may shift their focus to providing virtualized infrastructure (a combination of 
virtualized network, storage and compute resources) to specialized service providers. To do so, the ISP 
focuses on the optimal usage of the virtualized physical resources. As a consequence, a separation of 
concerns may emerge between the provider of the infrastructure (role of the ISP) and the provider of 
the services (role of specialized, virtual service providers) 
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 Competition between service providers increases as the entrance barriers decrease for virtual service 
providers. Each virtual service provider is able to lease its own virtualized infrastructure which is 
optimized to their needs from an internet service provider.  

A detailed discussion of each of the before mentioned aspects is included in Section 4. 

2. Relationship between OSS communities and standards development organization/industry fora 
(SDOs/IF) 

Traditionally the telecommunications sector has much to gain from consensus-based, quality standards and 
has developed a structured standardization process. One of the main drawbacks of today’s form of 
standardization is the duration of the standardization process. As it may take several years before a standard is 
developed, this leads to a slower rate of innovation. In contrast to the paper standards developed by SDOs/IF, 
OSS communities develop software which may implicitly define a de-facto standard based on market 
consensus. These de-facto standards can increase the rate of innovation for ISP who are willing to venture into 
new domains. ISPs however typically face a combination of technical, procedural, legal and cultural challenges 
due to their lack of experience with OSS development. We therefore argue that SDOs/IF can play a guiding role 
in improving the interaction with OSS communities via: 

 Establishment of open communication to reach more engagement in compatible OSS projects and 
emphasisis on software developement and function demonstration within SDOs/IF 

 Development of governance structures that are focused on guaranteeing technical excellence, 
openness and fairness among the contributers to OSS projects and guidance for ISPs among the 
plethora of OSS projects. 

 Organization of interaction with end users, provisioning of guidelines for best practices in OSS projects 
and overlooking the integration of OSS projects. 

A detailed discussion of the three aspects is included in Section 5. 

3. Cost analysis of the architecture as proposed by the UNIFY project 

A major obstacle in adopting virtualized technologies is still the economic uncertainty on cost. There are many 
different studies showing varying results. In order to reduce this uncertainty right from the beginning, we 
performed a cost study on major development areas of UNIFY, namely the Universal node concept and 
automation in the service function chains. For the study, we used a relative common and simple, but important 
telecommunication service:  
IP VPN. Based on traffic data, user developments, market shares, network designs based on real world network 
deployments, equipment models and dimensioning data (including measurements from UNIFY), a competititve 
6 year scenario was developed: IP VPN service forwarding in telecommunication network edge routers vs. 
same functionality hosted in a Universal Node (similar to a telco optimized data center). The model includes 
costs for equipment as well as software license or development costs for UNIFY software components like VPN 
VNFs, orchestrators and service platforms as well as operational costs like setup, operation, modifications. 
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Given the fact that all input parameters where selected carefully and verified as detailed as possible, surprising 
results have been found: 

 capital expenditures vary between € 30 Mio. and € 14 Mio, which was expected as software 
development costs are modelled as operational expenditures. Including the software development 
costs, the delta would be limited to € 7 Mio, still representing a significant cost delta between best-of-
breed deployment today vs a UNIFY enabled scenario. The major delta is represented by software 
license costs for enabling VPN functionality between the two scenarios. Basically, this is inline with 
existing studies, which conclude that the delta between existing hardware and white label / open 
source hardware approaches is low to non-existent. 

 operational expenditure are expected to be the key delta in the study. A model was developed to 
describe and quantify the required process steps in modifications of services like modification of 
bandwidth, forwarding priorities, adding sites, etc. Nonetheless, the model includes costs for energy, 
space as well as replacement of broken components. And the results show a huge delta with € 146 Mio 
vs. € 25 Mio, which even includes the software development costs. The explanation is rather simple as 
well as surprisingly unique: automation reduce efforts in customer contacts, related documentation, 
modification processes, etc. A major part of the operational expenditures delta is attributed, still 
notable deltas in costs for energy and space can be determined, but they do not play an important role 
in the overall costs. 

 so in total there was a € 177 Mio scenario in legacy environments vs a € 39 Mio in UNIFY based 
scenario, which is mainly influenced by the operational delta 

 in order to verify the results a sensitivity analysis was performed. Based on the most important 
parameters, one could reduce the gap between the scenarios, but still one can identify a 100% delta 
based on the € 96 Mio for legacy vs € 48 Mio for the UNIFY scenario 

A detailed discussion of the cost study is included in Section 6. 

4. Dynamic revenue management. 

As aready pointed out while discussing the transformation of the ecosystem, ISPs that today operate both 
services and the underlying infrastructure may start to focus on providing virtaulized infrastructure resources 
(network, storage, compute) towards specialized service providers. These service providers may have a diverse 
set of requirements for the resources (e.g. maximal latency or a specific location for storage). As such a virtual 
network embedding algorithm has to determine the best possible mapping of a virtual network request (VNR). 
Once mapped, an infrastructure provider has to determine the price charged for the resources consumed by 
the service providers. This price is typically based on the number of units consumed of a resource, the duration 
of the request and a price per unit per time. That last component is typically set at a fixed rate. We however 
propose a dynamic revenue management algorithm that takes into account historic data such as the utilization 
rate of a resource, the arrival time and the average service time to determine an optimal price for the resource. 
The proposed algorithm carefully balances the extra revenue that can be gained by attracting high value VNRs 
versus the potential loss of a low value VNR to reach a higher total and average revenue for the IP. The 
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algorithm has been validated via simulations and shows a clear improvement in terms of total revenue and 
average revenue per VNR.  

A detailed discussion of the dynamic revenue management model is included in Section 7. 
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1 Introduction 

The UNIFY solution aims to facilitate network control and service creation by pursuing full network- and 
service virtualization from home- and enterprise networks through aggregation- and core networks to data 
centers. This solution therefore combines software-define networking (SDN) and network function 
virtualization (NFV) with the organizational principles of service provider DevOps (SP DevOps) and the use of 
open source software.  

Unfortunately, relevant studies that consider the techno-economic aspects of solutions based on SDN and NFV 
priciples are very limited and those available lack the specific aspects of the solution that the UNIFY project 
proposes. In this deliverable D2.3, we report on the techno-economic validation of the most important 
solutions of UNIFY. 

1.1 Goal of this deliverable 
Deliverable D2.3 aims at giving an overview of the research results of our work. This deliverable D2.3, in 
contrast to other UNIFY deliverables, focuses on the economic enablers and implications of the shift towards 
SDN, NFV and SP DevOps as proposed by the UNIFY consortium. As such the deliverable focuses less on 
technical challenges and more on economic challenges and opportunities.  

This document, D2.3 describes the main research questions as well as the methodological approach and the 
results of the techno-economic analysis.  

1.2 Relation with other work packages 
The work-packages of UNIFY and a schematic workflow of the activities is shown in Figure 1. As shown in the 
workflow, use cases, related requirements and general architectural aspects have first been defined (WP2). A 
select set of the use cases that have been defined in the other tasks of WP2 are evaluated from a techno-
economic perspective in T2.4.  

To underpin the techno-economic studies, cross work package consultation has assured that the inputs are 
based on reliable estimates. In particular, inputs underpin the developments done on the orchestration 
framework from WP3, the DevOps operational processes from WP4 and the universal node from WP5. 

 

Figure 1 Relation of UNIFY work packages  

WP1 Project Management

WP6 Dissemination and Standardization

WP2
Use Cases &
Architecture
(including integration 
of prototypes
and demonstration)

WP3 
Service Programming, 
Orchestration and Optimization

WP4
Advanced 
Management 
Framework and 
Tools WP5
Universal Node Architecture 
and Evaluation
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1.3 Scope of the Deliverable 
The deliverable has six main parts. The first part, section 2, provides background to the problem space in order 
to bring the reader up to speed with the challenges that telecommunication network providers face today. This 
section explains, from a high-level technical viewpoint, the architectural design principles of the Internet and 
its evolving structure. After introducing the architectural design principles we shift focus towards its 
implementation in the nodes that (together with links) form the underlying infrastructure of the Internet.  
Today, those nodes rely on two elements, control plane and data plane, and a proprietary interface for 
communication between them. This approach has been highly successful as illustrated by the explosive growth 
of the Internet and the increasing number of services that rely on it. At the same time, this technical choice 
poses a number of challenges to the operators of the infrastructure: inflexibility, high complexity and high 
costs. As a result, telecommunication network operators are exploring different approaches. In this search, the 
combination of SDN, NFV and (SP) DevOps, seems to be a promising candidate. However, eventhough good 
progress has been made during the UNIFY project, a number of technical as well as economic challenges 
remain open. As this task T2.4 focused on the economic challenges, section 2 translates these challenges into 
research questions in five domains: 

1. Methodology: the impact of SDN, NFV and SP DevOps is not restricted to a single service but to the 
network infrastructure and operational processes of a telecommunications provider as a whole, as 
such an appropriate methodological approach has to be proposed to evaluate from an economic 
perspective how these new proposals will impact a telecommunications service provider. This is the 
focus of the second part of this document as documented in section 3. 

2. Dynamicity in the ecosystem: SDN, NFV and SP DevOps may have severe impact on the current 
ecosystem. The roles of actors in the ecosystem may change, new roles may come into existence and 
disrupt the ecosystem. To better understand how the ecosystem could evolve an ecosystem analysis 
was conducted including the results obtained from a questionnaire distributed to people inside and 
outside of the UNIFY consortium. The results of this work are documented in the third part of this 
document: section 4.  

During the ecosystem analysis, we focused on high-level trends to understand how roles, actors and their 
interaction would evolve. In the remaining three parts we zoom in to a specific actor or the relationship 
between actors: 

3. The interaction between standards development organisations, industry fora and the open source 
software community: the research done in the UNIFY project contributes to the standardization of 
SDN, NFV and SP DevOps. This is done in two major ways: First, by contributing to the open source 
software community, UNIFY contributes to reaching a de facto standard for the industry. Second, by 
contributing to standardization organization, high quality paper standards are being developed. In the 
third part of this deliverable, we focus on how standards development organisations and open source 
software communities can benefit from each other. This work has been published in IEEE 
Communications  Magazine [1] and is documented in section 5. 
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4. Cost impact on the operations of a telecommunication service provider: SDN, NFV and SP DevOps offer 
more flexibility. It is however uncertain if this also reduces the complexity of operating a network and 
the cost of doing so. In the fourth part of this deliverable, section 6, a cost analysis is conducted that 
includes both the impact of Capital Expenditures (CapEx) and Operational Expenditures (OpEx) . The 
focus of the study is an Internet Protocol Virtual Private Network (IP VPN) service offered in Germany 
to business customers. Input from different work packages has been obtained in order to verify the 
input value assumptions. 

5. New revenue opportunities and pricing. SDN, NFV and SP DevOps are enablers to start offering a new 
type of service which combines network, compute and storage resources in a way that a customer 
could receive a slice of the network which is tailored to its exact demands (e.g. in terms of bandwidth, 
delay, storage capacity, etc.). An excellent example of such a service is the secure and content aware IP 
VPN service that has been introduced in deliverable D2.1 and studied from a cost perspective in section 
4. Expanding on that work, the fifth and last domain that we have tackles is on how a provider of those 
infrastructure resources could benefit from dynamic pricing to optimize its revenue. This work has 
been presented at the 2016 edition of the IEEE Conference on Network Softwarization and is 
documented in section 7. 
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2 Introduction to telecommunication networks 

Telecommunication networks play a vital role in our daily life as they are the medium through which services 
such as voice calls, web browsing, television, teleconferencing, etc. are offered to private, corporate and 
institutional customers. Nowadays, many consider several of these services as an indispensable part of our 
lives.  

The telecommunication networks and their operators have undergone a long evolution that has resulted in 
three main service categories for private customers: voice, broadband Internet access and television. The three 
‘basic’ services are extended for (mainly) corporate and institutional customers with traditional network-
centric ICT services such as virtual private networks (VPNs) and relatively new services such as cloud services 
and providing connectivity for connected devices.  

The increase in the number of services, the strong growth in customer demand and the proliferation of access 
has resulted in most European countries in a small number of profitable telecommunications companies 
(telcos). These have developed the business and technical capabilities to offer a diverse set of services that run 
over a network infrastructure that they (at least partly) own themselves. In general, this provides the telcos 
with a healthy business model and a strong position in the value network. For the reader not familiar with 
telecom networks and their evolution, we refer to Annex 1. However, the main goal of this section is to situate 
the problem space that we are working in. Subsection 2.1 describes a number of challenges from an economic, 
technical and regulatory perspective. The main goal of this section is to explain to the reader the background of 
our research activities. We conclude this section in subsection 2.2 by introducing the principles of SDN, NFV 
and DevOps.The main goal of this section is to explain to the reader why these principles are important but also 
to place them in the bigger picture as part of a total effort of telcos to maintain their strong position in the 
value network. 

2.1 The challenges of telecommunication networks 
The European telecommunications sector has undergone drastic changes during the last decades. From the 
late nineties, privatization and liberalization of telecommunication networks was initiated. The legacy copper 
connections which provided incumbent operators with direct access to customers’ physical location positioned 
them favorably to enjoy from the digitalization of the European industry and the increasing number and 
demand of consumers. Soon these operators started to diversify their products and digital services to include 
services such as mobile voice calls, SMS, broadband internet and digital television in addition to the original 
fixed line voice call service. A number of challengers to the incumbants appeared on the market and today a 
consolidation via mergers and acquisitions is taking place leading to five major European ISPs: Orange, Telecom 
Italia, Vodafone, Deutsche Telekom and Telefonica. The current business model of these providers can best be 
described as a combination of broadband (mobile) Internet access (a “dumb pipe” through which data can be 
transported) and a limited set of value added services that are offered via the same transport network (e.g. 
digital TV). This has resulted in a highly profitable business (Figure 2) which seems to be future proof with 
(relatively) new developments such as cloud computing and connected devices.  
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Figure 2 Average profit margin1of five major European ISPs (2005-2015) 

That business model is however challenged from several domains. The main challenges are: (1) a shift in 
revenue stream sources, (2) traffic growth, (3) national and European Union service expectations and 
regulation (4) networks that are complex to operate and inflexible towards service innovation and (5) a 
workforce specialized in networking. 

The shift in revenue stream sources and the exponential growth in traffic is driven by the ongoing 
digitalization2 of the value network of ISPs and leads to a shift from paying for connectivity towards paying for 
content. The abundance of services enabled by the Internet are changing the economics as well as the origin, 
type of and amount of traffic flowing over ISP networks.This leads to an imbalance in how revenue is accrued 
on the Internet because of the disconnection between those who (increasingly) generate traffic and those who 
carry it [4]. ISPs broadband Internet offerings are mostly operating on a pricing model that provides customers 
with flat rate access to unlimited Internet data while service providers are not charged for the data that their 
content produces. This results in revenue growth at the side of the online content provider while the growth in 
costs is incurred with network operators. In addition, several OTTs provide services which directly compete 
with the value-added services offered by ISPs further pressuring ISP revenues3. 

Europe’s telecommunications infrastructure is regulated by national and European bodies that monitor its 
development. Some services and the network must as such satisfy requirements from regulators. Examples of 
regulation are service to rural areas, quality of service requirements, universal service obligations, roaming 
rules, etc. In addition, both the European commission and national bodies have put forward plans that state 
increased service specifications. Broadband Europe for example stipulates access to 30 Mbps connectivity to 
every European and half of the households a subscription at 100 Mbps by 2020. To reach this objective, many 
ISPs will need to upgrade their legacy connections to high capacity optical fiber requiring a considerable 
upgrade expense while the return on investment is inconclusive. Charging for traffic is one possibility to 

                                                                  
1 The profit margin was calculated by dividing earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) by 
the total revenue.  
2 Digitalization refers to the use of digital technologies to change a business model and provide new revenue and value-
producing opportunities. 
3 One example is cord cutting where viewers cancel their TV subscription with ISPs in favour of competing services from 
OTT service providers. 
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address the gap. Recent European Commission legislation does however enshrine the principle of net 
neutrality effectively closing the market for paid prioritization of traffic in the Internet access service.  

In reaction to these challenges, several ISPs have chosen to focus on one specific market segment, such as the 
enterprise market while others have chosen to diversify their products and digital services to compete with 
digital platforms. ISPs are favourably placed to do so as they are able to integrate services closely with the 
network to provide a high-quality of service. During this transition, ISPs face a number of challenges: 

1. Inflexibility 

The ISP’s network infrastructure has to support new services such as Internet-of-Things (IoT) driven services 
and complex business services (e.g. the secure and content aware IP VPN service described in deliverable D2.1). 
Today it is not possible to quickly extend the existing network devices with extra functionality. The service 
release cycle is long as standards development organizations first need to agree on a standard during the 
standardization process and next, vendors need to approve and incorporate new solutions in operating 
networks. A thorough evaluation of the solution is necessary as network failures should be prevented and 
network uptown should be maximized but it may also lead to unnecessary delays. These delays may, in turn, 
force network operators to rely on old legacy equipment that are not capable of providing the required support 
for emerging services and resulting in opportunity losses.  

2. High Complexity 

An ISP’s network operators have to cope with an abundance of legacy technologies and systems that reside in 
their networks. In addition, current telecommunication networks are characterized by large deployments of 
middleboxes (Figure 3), providing L4-L7 network services. These middleboxes offer valuable benefits, such as 
improved security (e.g. firewalls and intrusion detection systems), reduced bandwidth costs (e.g. WAN 
optimizers) and improved performance (e.g. proxies).  

These have complex and specialized processing, variations in management tools across devices and vendors 
and imply a need to consider policy interactions between an appliance and other network infrastructure. ISPs 
require trained staff to configure and reconfigure devices. Due to the high level of complexity, manual 
configuration is error prone and may result in misconfigurations resulting in service disruptions. 

 

Figure 3 Box plot of middlebox deployments for small (fewer than 1k hosts), medium (1k-10k hosts), large (10k-
100k hosts), and very large (more than 100k hosts) enterprise networks. Y-axis is in log scale [5]. 
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3. High Cost 

Since its origin, the Internet has evolved to what it is today. The Internet infrastructure has been upgraded to 
cope with growing demands (in terms of performance, reliability, scalability, etc.). As a proxy to indicate this 
process, the number of IETF Request for Coments (RFC) publications is visualized in Figure 4. Today, network 
devices implement the majority of these RFCs in their control plane. This clearly increases the cost of software 
development. Furthermore, in contrast to open source software (OSS) development, vendors code their 
implementation of a standard in a closed environment. The vendor implementations of a standard (should) 
allow that heterogeneous devices from multiple vendors are able to function together. In reality, vendors 
enhance these standards to differentiate themselves from competing venodors. This does however result that 
devices of one vendor do not operate smoothly with products from other vendors.  

 

Figure 4 IETF RFC publication rate per year 

2.2 The promise of SDN, NFV and SP DevOps 
Recently, three complementary and mutually beneficial concepts have emerged to cope with the challenges 
ISPs face: Software Defined Networking (SDN), Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and SP DevOps. The 
main driver behind these concepts is simplification of the network infrastructure and operations. The 
objectives are increased (service) flexibility and cost reductions in both CapEx and OpEx. 

2.2.1 Software-defined networking 
Network configuration is complex and error-prone due to a variety of reasons. First, it’s difficult to define 
exactly what correct behavior is. This does often lead to complex network policies. Second, autonomous 
systems on the Internet are independently configured. The interactions between multiple routing protocols 
can thus lead to unpredictable results and the interaction between the policies of these autonomous systems 
can lead to unintended or unwanted behavior. Third, network configuration is distributed across thousands, or 
more, network devices each with vendor-specific low-level configuration. 
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One of the goals of software-defined networking is to provide network operators with the correct level of 
abstraction to allow network operators to reduce the complexity of network configuration. To allow so, the 
network’s configuration is centralized in a logically centralized controller. SDN offers, via a logically centralized 
controller two things. First, a network-wide view of both topology and traffic which allows network operators 
to express and satisfy network level objectives (e.g. load balancing, security, etc.). Second, direct control of the 
data plane rather than indirect configuration of each individual device.  

This results in a separation of concerns (between the control plane and data plane). The router hardware, 
which is specialized to forward traffic at very high rates, should forward packets and collect measures such as 
traffic statistics and topology information. The logically centralized controller on the other hand, focuses on 
the computation of routes (routing). This is fundamentally different from conventional router designs where 
routing has operated as a distributed computation of forwarding tables.  

The promise of SDN is to reduce the complexity of network configuration which will hopefully lead to better 
network configuration as it is easier to coordinate and reason about the behavior among a network of devices 
(reduced complexity and cost). SDN provides the additional benefit that the control and data plan are able to 
evolve independently (increased flexibility). As the control plane is no more than a software program written in 
a high level language it becomes easier to introduce new features and as such to spur innovation. The data 
plane on the other hand is typically programmable hardware with a longer development cycle. In SDN, the data 
plane functionality could run on commodity hardware which can be purchased at a lower price (reduced cost). 

2.2.2 Network function virtualization 
NFV decouples network functions from dedicated hardware to allow these network functions to be hosted on a 
virtualized environment. Network functions which are provided through software virtualization techniques are 
refered to as virtualized network functions (VNFs). The main target of NFV are the network services that are 
now being carried out by routers, firewalls, intrusion detection systems, load balancers, etc. (middleboxes).  

By decoupling the NF from dedicated hardware NFV aims to achieve 6 goals [8]. The first goal is to improve 
capital efficiencies compared with dedicated hardware implementations. This can be achieved by using 
standard hardware (i.e. general purpose servers and storage devices) to provide network functions (NFs) 
through software virtualization techniques. Sharing of hardware and reducing the number of different 
hardware architectures in a network also contributes to this objective. The second goal is to improve flexibility 
in assigning virtual network functions to hardware. By hosting network functions on virtual machines (VMs), it 
will become possible to add capacity through software. This aids both scalability and largely decouples 
functionality from location, which allows software to be located at the most appropriate places. This facilitates 
resource sharing, enables time of day reuse and enhances resiliency. The third goal is rapid service innovation 
through software-based service deployment.  The time-to-market can be improved as the evolution of 
(software based) network functions is no longer tied to specialized hardware. The fourth goal is to improve 
operational efficiencies resulting from common automation and operating procedures. As capacity can be 
scheduled more flexible, network operators will be able to respond in a more agile manner to changing 
business goals and network service demands. The fifth goal is to reduce power usage achieved by mitigating 
workloads and powering down unused hardware. The final goal is to define standardized and open interfaces 
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between virtualized network functions and the infrastructure and associated management entities so that 
decoupled elements can be provided by different elements. 

SDN and NFV 

NFV and SDN are two closely related technologies they are not necessarily dependent on each other but they 
can benefit from each other. While NFV goals can be achieved without the separation of data and control plane 
or the centralization of network control, usage of SDN can simplify the configuration of a virtual network 
function. NFV on the other hand could benefit SDN by providing the infrastructure upon which SDN software 
can run (e.g. an SDN controller could be hosted in a VM). 

2.2.3 Service-provider DevOps 
DevOps is a software development concept promoted by major Internet software companies with as aim to 
improve the efficiency of software development by narrowing the distance between development and 
operations teams. The DevOps momevent in the data center is a source of inspiration for ISPs regarding how to 
simplify and automate management processes for software-defined infrastructures. This extended DevOps 
concept is called Service-provider DevOps or SP-DevOps [64].  

A main goal of SP DevOps is to automate management processes for a telecom service provider in software-
defined infrastructures (SDIs). SP DevOps focuses on four principles [10]. First, deployment with repeatable, 
reliable processes in order to reduce the chance of human error and providing visibility at each stage of the 
process, as well as have the possibility to enable manual interactions in certain key stages. Second, develop and 
test against production-like systems. Both service developers and VNF Developers need to have the 
opportunity to verify and debug their respective SDI code in systems that have characteristics that are very 
close to the production environment where the code is expected to be ultimately deployed. Third, monitor and 
validate operational quality for these service developers, VNF developers and operators must be equipped with 
tools, automated as much as possible, that enable to continuously monitor the operational quality of the 
services deployed. Fourth, amplify development cycle feedback loops by building a cross-cultural environment 
that bridges the cultural gap between the desire for continuous change by the developers and the demand by 
the operators for stability and reliability of the infrastructure. More details on how UNIFY SP-DevOps results 
shows how individual SP-DevOps tools and functions jointly can activate automated processes and workflows 
for verification, observability and troubleshooting in SDN/NFV environments can be found in [65]. 

2.3  Research challenges 
The introduction of SDN, NFV and SP DevOps raises a number of research questions. We repeat the research 
challenges that were documented in MS 2.4. and in addition, at the end of each research question, we link them 
to the respective sections in which we have developed (start of) an answer to these. 

2.3.1 Methodologic approach to the study of SDN, NFV and SP DevOps in telecommunications networks 
RQ. 1 What is a suitable techno-economic methodology to quantify the UNIFY results? 

Typical techno-economic modelling evaluates single objects. This means that the problem space is further 
refined until the dedicated object is isolated. Other typical approaches try to show the benefits by showing 
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numerous single platforms and evaluate a combined platform in contrast. Unfortunately, the UNIFY 
architecture implements a platform covering a single to any possible service and therefore techno-economic 
evaluation strategies does not directly fit. This ends up with typical problems of technology platform 
evaluations: how to identify the allocation scheme for costs and revenues of platforms to services.  

Section 3 on applied methodology provides an overview of the literature study. We propose to use a four 
phase method: scope, model, evaluate and refine (3.1). This methodology can include both qualitative 
methods such as business ecosystem analysis (3.2) and quantitative (investment) analysis (3.3).  

Ecosystem analysis has been applied as documented in section 4. Investment analysis has been applied in 
section 6. 

 

RQ. 2 How can the available methodologies be used in techno-economic analysis to cope with the 
influence of virtualization and orchestration technologies? 

Typical techno-economic evaluations follow an approach of upfront planning. While doing so, it is not 
necessary to introduce virtualization or orchestration for the CapEx and OpEx investigations. But there could 
be other reasons as well to introducte virtualization or orchestration. For example, uncertainties in demand 
and improvements in the deployed service or software. In conjunction with RQ.1, it will be needed to collect 
impact items and discuss their influence. 

This research question has had substantial impact on the work conducted in section 6 which studies the 
financial impact of introducing the UNIFY solution to a service with stochasitic demand (i.e. an IP VPN 
service). Sensitivity analysis (3.3.4) on has been used to quantify the impact of virtualization/orchestration 
technologies compared to “normal” solutions. 

 

2.3.2 Dynamicity in the value network 
RQ. 3 What’s the impact of UNIFY production environment in the current value network? 

Software-Defined Network (SDN) and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) paradigms are just two facets of 
an overall systemic transformation of telecommunications and ICT, called softwarization (other expressions of 
this trend are Cloud-Edge Computing and Networking, etc).  

Software-hardware decoupling and resources virtualization will pave the way towards future infrastructures, 
deeply integrating cloud, network and terminals (e.g., intelligent machines, devices and smart things), literally 
“unify-ing” the resources of telecommunications-ICT production environment. 

The softwarization trend combined with some other important technological and market trends like the 
pervasive diffusion of ultra-broadband (fixed and mobile), the increase of performance in IT hardware (at 
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lowering costs), the growing availability of open source software, foreshadows disruptive changes in the 
ecosystem structure and behavior. 

Some example of the potential impacts are: 

 Moving competition from CapEx (hardware) to OpEx (software), so lowering the threshold for new 
players to enter: new “fully virtual” operators to enter the market, as less investments will be required 
(they can rent physical resources from infrastructure providers) 

 A degree of merging in the supply of telecoms hardware between traditional telecoms equipment 
suppliers and IT equipment suppliers; 

 Some telecoms equipment suppliers may decide to reposition as principally software supply 
companies with a significant shift in business model. 

These and others potential impacts, whose investigation is the objective of the ecosystem analysis, could 
totally reshape the overall structure and behavior of the current telco/ICT ecosystem resulting in a new future 
equilibrium in the competitive dynamics that will see the rise of new business roles, different reference 
business model, new competitors, new customers (e.g. industries) and therefore new value chains. 

The answer to this question can be found in section 4. The results are obtained by using business ecosystem 
analysis as discussed in section 3.2. A survey was conducted to support these results (Annex 1).  

 

RQ. 4 Can the UNIFY solution provide support for innovative network services which can generate 
extra revenue? 

The income of European network operators is more or less stable and at the same time subscribers demand a 
higher level of service leading to higher costs and margin decline. Network operators are therefore venturing 
into new services such as machine-to-machine communication (the Internet of Things), cloud computing and 
big data analytics. 

The technical background (e.g. slow standardization of communication and inter-working protocols used by 
network equipment) and organizational structure (e.g. aimed at operational efficiency for operating the 
current set of services) are however not capable to react quickly to these new opportunities. As such revenue 
from new services may be delayed or entirely lost to a competitor. 

Our work should therefore provide insight in how the UNIFY solution is able to fast-track the development of 
new services and differentiate between the root causes and causal factors that will eventually lead to a 
maintainable benefit against competitors. 

As this deliverable focuses on the economic rather than the technological implications of the UNIFY solution 
our work has focused on the processes that need to be in place to fast-track the development of new 
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services. In particular, the interaction between open source software communities and standards 
development organisations has been analysed in section 5. We also propose a number of guidelines towards 
improved collaboration. A similar problematique is raised in RQ. 7. 

 

RQ. 5 What's the impact of open source software on a softwarized carrier network? 

Telecom network operators face rapidly changing business needs. However, due to their dependence on long 
product standardization cycles they lack the ability to quickly respond to changing user demands. Open source 
software projects on the other hand (typically) have a shorter cycle time and can create a market-based 
consensus to fill a standards void. OSS has reshaped many application areas before including the landscape of 
operating systems and consumer software.  

The paradigm shift in telecommunication systems towards Software-Defined Networking introduces 
possibilities to benefit from open source projects. Implementing the control part of networks in software 
enables speedier adaption and innovation, and fewer dependencies on legacy protocols or algorithms 
hardcoded in the control part of network devices. The concept of Network Function Virtualization pushes the 
softwarization of telecommunication functionalities even further down to the data plane. Within the NFV 
paradigm, functionality which was previously reserved for dedicated hardware implementations can now be 
implemented in software and deployed on generic Commercial off the Shelf (COTS) hardware.  

Our work should provide an overview of existing open source initiatives for SDN/NFV-based network 
architectures, involving infrastructure to orchestration-related functionality. It should also situate them in a 
business process context and identify the pros and cons for the market in general, as well as for individual 
actors such as the standard development organizations. 

We did not address this research question in detail in this deliverable D2.3. During the UNIFY project a paper 
was published by some of the authors of this deliverables which explored the RQ in some detail: [36]. This 
paper provides an overview of existing open source initiatives for SDN/NFV-based network architectures, 
involving infrastructure to orchestration-related functionality and has the following main takeaways: 

 The paradigm shift in telecom networks towards SDN and NFV introduces possibilities for OSS 
projects. Network operators may decrease their dependency on network equipment vendor 
solutions, by replacing them through free software implementations running on low-cost 
multipurpose hardware. 

 Hardware vendors may benefit by selling more hardware for purposes which were previously 
reserved for dedicated vendor hardware solutions. Software industry faces a new customer base 
for control and orchestration-related software solutions, as well as platforms increasing the 
performance of NFs on COTS hardware. Vendors are looking for new ways in maintaining their 
customer base through strong participation in large OSS projects such as OpenDaylight, OpenStack 
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and OPNFV 

 Although many OSS components are available supporting the SDN/NFV model, OSS standards are 
still missing with respect to Service Function Chaining (SFC) and VNF specification, configuration 
and deployment. In order to be successful within the new SDN/NFV trend with OSS, operators, as 
well as vendors will need to adapt their organizational structure, increasing their software skills and 
focus on active OSS contribution. 

The cost analysis (section 6) takes the result from this paper into account when assessing the total cost of 
software development.  

RQ. 6 What are the (most relevant) components of service chaining architectures for techno-
economic assessment? 

Recently, the concept of service chaining became an important topic for carriers. The disaggregation and 
flexible reusement of network and service functions required a new way for organizing the access and usage – 
service chaining. Obviously, this requires other overhead like analysis, assignment and classification of flows to 
service chains. Typical examples of devices performing this are DPI, firewalls or orchestration elements. And 
there are still the service components like in the IP VPN case an authenticator, DHCP servers, firewall, 
router/concentrator, encrypter and decrypting functions.  

This research question has been addressed as part of section 6 for an IP VPN service that requires 
functionality such as DHCP servers, firewalls, routers, etc. 

 

RQ. 7 How can standards development organisations and industry fora interact with SDN and NFV 
OSS projects to speed the rate of innovation? 

Standards development organizations (SDOs) exist to assure the development of consensus-based, quality 
standards. These formal standards are needed in the telecommunications market to achieve interoperability 
between technological systems. The standardization process takes years and then a vendor still needs to 
implement the resulting standard in a product. This prevents Internet service providers (ISPs) who are willing 
to venture into new domains from doing so in a fast pace. With the development of software-defined 
networking (SDN) and network function virtualization (NFV), open-source technology is emerging as a new 
option in the telecommunications market. In contrast to SDOs, open-source software (OSS) communities 
create a product which represents a de-facto standard based on market consensus. SPs are therefore drawn 
to OSS but they face technical, procedural, legal and cultural challenges due to their lack of experience with 
software development. The question therefore arises how the interaction between OSS communities, SDOs 
and industry fora (IF) can be organized to tackle these challenges.  

The focus of section 5. 
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2.3.3 Cost analysis 

Research questions 8 to 13 are studied via a case study in section 6. This section compares a legacy IP VPN 
service with one which is realize by using the UNIFY solution. 

 

RQ. 8 What are the cost models of components of service chaining architectures?  

The hardware and software components of a service chain are different from the ones of a legacy 
architectures. The sharing of different components needs other cost allocation schemes. And so the cost 
models of service chaining architectures will be different as well. The cost models will be applied to the 
universal node (UN) as a smaller representation of the service chaining architecture. One special focus will set 
to software license and there relationship to users and nodes as such. It would be valuable to define such cost 
model and comparing it with the legacy baselines.  

RQ. 9 What is the cost model of a universal node and what is the performance and therefore 
maximum cost advantage of a UN hardware solution? 

The universal node will combine network-, computing- and storage resources and it will interface with control- 
and management planes. The idea behind the universal node architecture is to enable the use of standard 
hardware (possibly with specific accelerators) to realize a wide set of network functions. On the same node, a 
diverse set of tasks need to run and that in a diverse set of environments (e.g. a low-cost set top box or a high-
end core router).  

Our work should therefore include either a bottom-up cost model of the different components to estimate the 
total cost of a universal node or a driver-based model which uses the cost of the most important components 
as driver. As the universal node should evolve to a standard, it can be expected that it will be produced in high 
volumes as such cost erosion over time should be taken into account in our work as well. 

Cost is however only one factor, another is the performance of the universal node. The performance evaluation 
in work package 5 which will give insight in the achievable packet forwarding and –processing rates on the 
universal node will be used to benchmark the universal node against specialized hardware.  

Based on the cost and the performace our work should include a good estime of the maximum cost advantage 
of the universal node. 

RQ. 10 What are the techno-economic dis-/advantages and options of different hardware for the 
universal node?  

The universal node concept is generally supporting different hardware options such as x86, ARM, ASICs, etc.). 
But any of these options has advantages and disadvantages in their technical support and therefore different 
performance for handling services.  
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This first activity shall provide a market survey about the available options, their supported features and 
available performance data as well as a first general mapping to use case components and features.  

RQ. 11 What are the difference cost models for real network elements versus virtualized network 
elements 

Traditional network elements are closed, monolithic systems that operate on real hardware owned by the 
network operator. The CapEx (e.g. one-time investment cost) and OpEx (e.g. power consumption, space 
consumption, maintenance, etc) are directly related to these network elements and their utilization (today’s 
network elements are often realized in shelf based rack installations such as the Advanced 
Telecommunications Computing Architecture (ATCA) systems which can be flexibly adapted to the actual 
traffic demand by adding blade cards).  

Cost modeling for virtualized resources on the other hand will be based on other assumptions. The network 
elements functionality is now achieved by running software components running as virtualized machines 
(VMs) on standard computing hardware (virtualized network functions). The software will be either developed 
in-house or licensed from an external supplier. The execution of the VM requires computing hardware which 
either requires an investment in server capacity by the network operator (CapEx) or which can be leased from 
a supplier (OpEx). The virtual network function could also be provided as a service to network operators by for 
example data center providers (OpEx). 

Our work should provide a clear classification of CapEx and OpEx for each of these models and identify 
appropriate cost modeling models for each of them. It should take into account the proposed layers of the 
overarching architecture. 

RQ. 12 How to do resource mapping for (virtualized) network functions for the different deployment 
models 

Mapping resource needs to resources in a traditional (monolithic) architecture requires a set of drivers and a 
set of limiting factors. For example, per subscriber one Megabit per second (Mbps) is reserved (subscriber is 
the driver), mapping this to a networking device with a networking capacity of 100Mbps (the limiting factor) 
would allow up to 100 subscriber connections. As such per 100 subscribers a network device needs to be 
purchased. 

The realization of a virtualized network function running within virtual machines which are in turn executed on 
blade servers involves two mapping steps: 

‐ virtual machine to blade server 

A blade server (e.g. x86 blade server) provides CPU, main memory, storage and networking capacities. These 
can be derived (to some extend) from vendor data sheets or from actual tests (e.g. as done in UNIFY’s WP5). 
Even more important than networking capacity, packet processing rates will be of importance in the resource 
mapping. This is due to the fact that software based forwarding of network traffic through predominantly Unix 
based blade servers is often not limited by the networking capabilities but rather by the packet processing 
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overhead performing matching operations and executing action sets during packet forwarding. The 
relationship between packet processing requirements and network throughput requirement is given by the 
packet size distribution of the assumed traffic load in the network. This way, packet processing requirements 
can be estimated given a certain required network throughput.  

Based by the capacity calculations for each individual factor (CPU, memory, networking, packet processing and 
storage), the required VMs can be determined (the maximum number). These are mapped to the blade server 
based on the maximum number of VMs per blade. 

‐ virtual network function to virtual machine 

In order to perform the mapping operation onto VMs and consecutively onto blade servers, each virtual 
network function needs to state its computing, storage and networking requirements. Today these are not 
available. 

Our work should provide a clear description of how resources are mapped and provide an understanding of the 
resource consumption of virtual network functions. 

RQ. 13 What’s the impact of the UNIFY production environment in the costs of Operational 
processes? 

Current operations support systems/business support systems do not seem to cope with the requirements 
posed by the evolution of infrastructure towards the UNIFY production environment: in fact, future 
Operational processes will involve the management and control of a myriad of software component, rather 
than closed physical nodes and systems. For this reason, another important goal of UNIFY is the design and 
development of integrated operations and development capabilities (Service Provider-DevOps) applicable to 
the UNIFY production environment. As a matter of fact, DevOps paradigm, formerly developed for Data Centers 
(DCs), is getting momentum as a source of inspiration regarding how to simplify and automate management 
processes for such future infrastructures. What are the expected costs reductions (w.r.t today’s baseline) 
when using Service Provider-DevOps for the UNIFY production environment? 

2.3.4 Pricing virtual resources 
RQ. 14 How to price (shared) virtualized resources? 

NFV is being proposed as a path towards cost efficiency, reduced time-to-markets, and enhanced 
innovativeness in telecommunication service provisioning. NFV leverages advances in virtualization technology 
to consolidate many network equipment types onto high volume servers, switches and storage, which could be 
located in datacentres, network nodes and in end user premises. Therefore, Service Providers (SPs) depend on 
virtual networks (VNs) to deploy their virtualized network functions (VNFs) in the cloud whose resources, in 
form of substrate networks, are owned by Infrastructure providers. However, efficiently running virtualized 
functions is not trivial as, among other initialization steps, it requires first mapping virtual networks onto 
physical networks (also known as virtual network embedding), and thereafter mapping and scheduling VNFs 
onto the VNs. 
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Virtual network embedding (VNE) allocates physical network resources to virtual nodes and links based on the 
specification in the VN requests. In the online VNE, one VN request arrives and is mapped at a time. As different 
infrastructure providers are competing against each other, the user will typically choose the one that charges 
the lowest price for the requested service. As such, the infrastructure provider can differentiate itself by 
applying a dynamic pricing approach. Our work could therefore look into how different pricing algorithms can 
be used to maximize the revenue of the infrastructure provider.  

This topic is the focus of section 7. 
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3 Applied methodology 

The goal of this section is to describe the methodological approach of the techno-economic research within the 
UNIFY project. The first section (Section 3.1) describes the typical 4-step approach on which techno-economic 
models are based. The business ecosystem analysis methodology, part of the overaching methodology, is 
described in Section 3.2 as a way to analyse the behaviour of current business ecosystems in order to predict 
their reaction to the introduction of a new innovation. 

3.1 Overaching methodology  
In general, the techno-economic approach is based on the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle first described by 
Dr. W. Shewhart and extended by (and more often associated with) Dr. W. Edwards Deming [1]. These four 
steps translate into Scope-Model-Evaluate-Refine in the techno-economic approach, all of which will be 
described below and applied in Sections 4 and 6. Important to mention is that the techno-economic 
methodology requires iterations of these four steps, whereas one can adjust the input range based on the 
results, react to changing market conditions, update for new technological innovations, adapt the level of 
detail, etc. 

3.1.1 Scope 
The initial scope phase aims at setting the problem boundaries and consists of three parts. The first part 
involves collecting the input information from different sources. Afterwards the problem has to be subdivided: 
the input information has to be structured and aggregated, a cost breakdown has to be set up and the most 
important cost factors need to be determined. After subdividing the problem, the input information can be 
processed, possibly using diffusion models and adoption curves and taking into account cost price erosion. 

3.1.2 Model 
In the model phase, different models are generated to be able to calculate costs and revenues with a 
corresponding level of detail. Two approaches can be used: a top-down method starting from the total picture 
or a bottom-up method where cost inputs come from individual parts. 

The costs can be divided into capital expenditures (CapEx) and operational expenditures (OpEx), while at the 
revenue side, a distinction can be made between direct and indirect revenues. CapEx are all the upfront or one-
off costs related to the initial investment in a project, while OpEx denotes all costs that are needed to keep the 
project up and running. Direct revenues are all monetary income from subscription or other fees, while indirect 
revenues capture all other benefits the project entails (but that are not necessarily easily quantifiable). 

3.1.3 Evaluate 
After the models have been built, they need to be evaluated. Investment analysis allows investigating the 
profitability of a single project. Calculating the profit versus cash flow, gives the first insights that can be 
complemented using techniques such as weighted average cost of capital, return on investment, payback time, 
net present value and internal rate of return.  
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A value network analysis considers the broader context and identifies roles (responsibilities) and maps them to 
actors, in order to accurately allocate the costs. A SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats) 
analysis can help to indicate the impact of a certain project for different actors. A business ecosystem analysis 
is used to analyse the behaviour of current business ecosystems in order to predict their reaction to the 
introduction of innovation. 

3.1.4 Refine 
The last phase consists of refining the previous steps. Three techniques care commonly used. Sensitivity 
analysis provides insights in the risk of the project by investigating the impact of different variations of the 
input parameters. Real option valuation captures the value of managerial flexibility and identifies key 
uncertainties and options. There are seven types of real options: scale up, switch up, scope up, study/start, 
scale down, switch down and scope down. Finally, game theory studies the effect of competition or cooperation 
interaction between different players in a market setting.  

3.2 Qualitative analysis: Business Ecosystem Analysis and modelling future scenarios 
The proposed methodology in this paragraph is an adaptation of the MOBENA method [13] and aims to provide 
a theoretical and operational framework to analyse the behaviour of current business ecosystems in order to 
predict their reaction to the introduction of a new innovation, which in this case will be the combination of 
SDN-enabled NFV architecture and the SP DevOps principles on which the UNIFY production environment is 
based. The methodology of MOBENA is detailed here; thereas the results of the story are presented in section 
4. The MOBENA method has been chosen as a starting point for two main reasons: 

 The method was developed to thoroughly study the business ecosystem development around an ICT 
innovation. 

 The method proposes comprehensive guidelines to analyse and understand ecosystem behaviour and 
forecast its potential evolution. 

The adaptation presented in this section is faithful to the MOBENA method in its fundamental objectives and 
operational guidelines.  

This adaptation resulted in a four step methodology (Table 1), which will be described in more detail in the 
remainder of this section. The proposed methodology is intended as a theoretical framework that provides the 
analytical tools for assessing the possible future ICT ecosystem configuration resulting under the impact of the 
UNIFY solution and the related impact on the value network.  

Table 1 Overview of the steps used in business ecosystem analysis 

Step Objective Section Output Section 

1.  Scope - To define the observed 
ecosystem perimeter, roles, actors 
and relationships of current 
ecosystems in which the innovation 
will be implemented  

3.2.1 Ecosystem roles and actors 
Connection matrix indicating 
relationships and transactions between 
actors 

4.3.1 

2. Model - Visualise the ecosystem 3.2.2 Visual ecosystem representation 4.3.2 
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model 

3. Evaluate - Analyse the ecosystem’s 
behaviour to define current players 
positioning and value flow analysis 

3.2.3 Analysis of ecosystem: 
Economic dimension 
Physical structure 
Attractiveness 
Relationship structure 
Control points 

4.3.3 

4. Refine - Develop future ecosystem 
evolution scenarios based on 
relevant future trends and 
developments 

3.2.4 Drivers of change: SDN-NFV 
trajectories and other related drivers 
(e.g. Open Source SW) of change  
Identification of one or more 
ecosystem evolution scenarios 

4.3.4 

3.2.1 Scope - Define the boundary, elements and relationships of current ecosystems in which the innovation 
will be implemented 
An innovation will never be implemented in a vacuum. In order to understand the possible future scenarios due 
to the effects of the innovation, it is mandatory to have a clear picture of the as is situation. The first step is 
therefore aimed at gaining insight in the current Telco/ICT business ecosystem that is going to be reshaped by 
the wave of the SDN-NFV innovations.  

An ecosystem is essentially a large network in which the constitutive elements are linked by mutual 
relationships. So the actions in this step are designed to identify the ecosystem’s boundary, its main elements 
and the relationships between those elements: 

a) Define the boundary of observed ecosystem  
b) Identify the main roles considering looking both the business roles and regulatory and market 

regulators entities  
c) Identify the tangible and intangible relationships between the ecosystem elements. The relationships 

among the constitutive elements can be mapped using a connection matrix: a matrix where the 
vertical and the horizontal axes contain the list of identified ecosystem elements. The relationships 
between these elements are classified as follows: 

“0” - No relation 
“1” - Intangible Relation 4 
“2” - Tangible Relation 5 

It is also possible, in order to have a more complete overview of relationships that can be formed in the 
near future to highlight these with “3” - Possible Future Relation 

                                                                  
4 Def. “All the informal, ad hoc – yet critical supporting exchanges of information support and benefits.” (Allee, 2010, p. 35), which are not contractual and 
not directly paid.  
5 Def. “Formally structured or contractual interactions directly generating revenue or funding” (Allee, 2010, p. 35) 
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3.2.2 Model - Visualise the ecosystem model 
The objective of this step is to create a visual representation of the business ecosystem, by graphically 
transposing the connection matrix from the previous step, using network visualisation software . To compare 
network visualisations, the following criteria are used for graphical representation: 

 Nodes: Different colours are used to differentiate between ecosystem roles. 
 Links: The color of the link indicates the type of relationship between nodes, as indicated in the 

connection matrix. 
3.2.3 Evaluate - Analyse the ecosystem’s behaviour  
This step is dedicated to analysing the ecosystem with the purpose to understand the current ecosystem’s 
main characteristics and acquire the essential information premises of the following steps and predict its 
future behaviour. This involves understanding how the value is created and distributed inside the ecosystem. 

The ecosystem analysis could involve several relevant dimentions depending on the investigation purposes. 
The present work will take into consideration the dimensions showed in Table 2. 

Table 2 Dimensions of the ecosystem analysis 

Dimension Investigation purposes 
Economic 
dimension 

How much value is circulating through the 
ecosystem? 

Physical 
structure 
analysis 

How many actors are there (per business role) 
and where are they located? (order of magnitude) 

Attractiveness 
analysis 

What are the barriers to enter and compete in the 
business ecosystem? 

Relationship 
analysis 

To give evidence of the critical relationship 

3.2.4 Refine - Develop future ecosystem evolution scenarios based on relevant future trends and 
developments 
Where steps 1 till 3 focus on analysing the current internal factors that drive the business ecosystem 
behaviour, this step focuses on the future and sometimes external trends and developments that could force 
the business ecosystem to evolve. To explore possible future scenarios the “trends and uncertainties” method 
will be used, consisting of the following steps: 

a) Identify the key technological, economic, and social and policy drivers of change related to the scope of 
the business ecosystem and chosen time frame.  

b) Rank the identified trends and developments in a certainty/impact matrix. The drivers that are 
classified as both uncertain and of high impact (Figure 5) are a key for developing future scenarios in 
the next step. 
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Figure 5 Certainty/impact matrix 

c) Selection of one or more scenarios making hypothesis of true/not true in the considered temporary 
frame, of the Valuable driver cluster. 

3.3 Quantitative Analysis: Investment Analysis  
A quantitative techno-economic model should be able to evaluate the total cost of the problem/solution 
specified, frequently by comparing scenarios. Again the methodology is discussed here and is applied for an IP 
VPN service in section 6. 

Modeling the costs requires identifying them in a first step (section 3.3.1). Depending on the importance of each 
identified cost category, a different model should be selected (section 3.3.2). Please note that deciding what 
will be the largest cost component is hard to do upfront (meaning before actual evaluation), which induces that 
this approach might be somewhat speculative or can require iteration. Table 3 provides an overview of the four 
step methodology which will be explained in more detail in this section an applied in section 6. 

Table 3 Overview of the steps used in a quantitative investment analysis. 

Step Objective Section Output Section 

1.  Scope - Identification of all 
important cost inputs 

3.3.1 An overview of the use case, the 
reference scenario, the proposed 
scenario and the important cost 
elements 

6.1 

2. Model - Cost and allocation models 3.3.2 Input values and a model for the 
identified cost elements 

6.2 

3. Evaluate - Investment analysis 
work flow 

3.3.3 Economic/financial impact of the 
proposed solution 

6.3 

4. Refine - Refinement of investment 
analysis with sensitivity analysis 
 

3.3.4 Understanding of the impact on the 
results when important parameters 
change. 

6.4 

3.3.1 Scope - Identification of all important cost inputs 

Before starting the actual modeling of the costs, it is important to have a good overview of all the cost inputs 
that will be incorporated in the model and to make sure no important costs are forgotten. A frequently used 

Valuable 
drivers

Valuable 
drivers

Valuable 
drivers

Valuable 
drivers

high impact

low impact

high 
uncertainty

low 
uncertainty
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approach to get to a complete overview of all costs is the lifecycle cost breakdown. The general idea is to run 
through all typical phases in the lifetime of a product or process, and identify the needed costs within each 
phase: 

 Planning: Costs within this phase correspond to the initial planning of a project or investment and include 
all design decisions. 

 Deployment: This phase focuses on the introduction of the project or product to the market and is typically 
characterized by upfront investments. 

 Migration: Here, all costs that relate to the changeover from the “old” to the “new” situation should be 
taken into account. 

 Operational: All costs that are needed for the day-by-day operations of the product or project are included 
in the operations phase. They typically focus on maintenance or repair costs on the one hand, and 
continuous costs (energy, housing, etc.) on the other. 

 Teardown: When the project ends or the product is taken out of the market, this can also entail a number 
of costs.  

Within each phase, a distinction needs to be made between capital (CapEx) and operational (OpEx) 
expenditures. CapEx are one-off investments that need to make to start up or upgrade the product or project, 
and can be depreciated over time. OpEx are continuous costs that are the result of normal business operations 
(maintenance processes, customer subscription processes, etc.). Their cost is included in the financial status at 
the moment it is made, and can thus not be depreciated. 

3.3.2 Model – Cost and allocation models 

From the overview of all costs, the most important costs can be separated from the less significant categories. 
Depending on the level of detail, a different modeling approach can be applied. Logically, more complex models 
requiring more detailed input data will be preferred for the more significant costs. This section will shortly give 
an overview of the modeling approaches (based on [14]), thereby starting from the smallest level of detail. 

3.3.2.1  Fixed cost modeling 

A first approach does not really include an actual cost model, but sets the cost for a certain category based on 
fixed estimation. 

3.3.2.2  Fractional modeling 

In fractional modeling, smaller costs components are expressed as a fraction of more important cost 
components. One typical example is the maintenance cost for equipment, which is expressed as a percentage 
add-on on top of the initial investment for purchasing the equipment. Although indicating more detail than the 
fixed cost modeling, this approach still does not hold any information on the source of the cost and how it 
might evolve. 

3.3.2.3  Driver-based modeling 

Driver-based models rely on one (or a limited amount of) parameters that “drive” the cost of the component. 
Typical examples include the cost for helpdesk, which is driven by the number of customers. If we have the 
average number of helpdesk calls per customer and the cost of one helpdesk call, the amount of customers in 
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each month/year can determine the overall helpdesk cost. Another example, more linked to the UNIFY project, 
is the amount of packets that need to be processed, which can serve as a driver for calculating the amount of 
processing power needed. 

3.3.2.4  Dedicated dimensioning models 

A fourth and last modeling approach uses dedicated dimensioning models for describing and evaluating the 
cost of both equipment investments and operational processes. For this, two detailed modeling languages can 
be used: Equipment Coupling Modeling Notation (ECMN) and Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN). A 
short description of these modeling languages can be found below, but for more detailed information, we refer 
to [15]. 

When aiming at calculating the amount of equipment to be installed for a specific service, it often occurs that 
the amount of one type of equipment depends on the amounts of another type of equipment, which in turn 
depends on the amount of services requested (a driver). ECMN is a modeling language that used exactly the 
granularity linkages between these amounts to build up a tree structure, which can be calculated bottom-up. 

The model is based on: 
1. main drivers for equipment installation which will be used in the calculation of the required 

amount of equipment linked to these drivers. Every block from thereon will become a driver for 
next blocks once calculated.  

2. equipment blocks that hold all information on the cost, replacement time, etc. and  
3. aggregators which will aggregate the incoming demands from different drivers and sub-

equipment in a specific manner (sum, max, etc.).  
4. Finally, all blocks are linked to each other by means of lines with an aggregation factor 

(granularity). 
One example of an ECMN model for the specific installation of equipment in a central office of a FTTH network, 
can be found in Figure 6. 
 

 

Figure 6 Example of an ECMN tree for installation of a central office in an FTTH network  

In contrast to ECMN, BPMN tackles the problem of how to dimension and estimate the costs of executing 
operational processes such as physical repair processes, installation procedures, etc. one is repetitively 
performing the same tasks. Although many approaches exist for visualizing the flow of a process, typically by 
means of some flowchart based modeling language, the link of this flowchart towards estimation of future new 
costs is not straightforward. There are several tools which allow the user to perform such operational modeling 
for their current organization with the focus on allocation of the costs to the different departments and predict 
the effect of small changes in these models.  
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BPMN (Business Process Modeling Notation) is a well-developed standard [16] based on flowchart structures. 
Processes can easily be translated into flowcharts and BPMN contains a rich set of modeling elements allowing 
modeling even the more arcane process structures. Linking these flowcharts to the right cost parameters (e.g. 
cost per hour of manual labor), and using activity based costing [17], allows for a clear, statistical calculation of 
the operational process cost for a specific time horizon.  

An example of a BPMN process model is given in Figure 7. This is a simplified example of a customer 
provisioning process, in which the customer wants to connect to the network, or change his existing connection. 

 

Figure 7 Example of a BPMN process for the connection of a (new or existing) customer to an FTTH access 
network  

The UNIFY solution may be used by several companies or partners, as such, the costs should be allocated even 
according to demand or effective usage by these different stakeholders. This section will therefore 
methodologically describe what types of methods could be used for this allocation.  

3.3.2.5 Allocation methods based on differentiation in cost categories 
When allocating costs (or revenues) to different customers or services, a first decision that needs to be made is 
to decide what costs will be allocated and how. By classifying the different costs into cost categories, several 
allocation methods can be identified that allocate differently for each cost category (Figure 8). Note that the 
general term “service” can denote a media company or a specific production or program. 

 

Figure 8 Overview of allocation cost categories 
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 Direct costs are all costs which are only made by the considered service and are thus not made if the 
service is not provided. A distinction can furthermore be made between fixed and variable direct costs, 
where fixed costs are usage-independent; variable costs are usage-dependent. 

 Shared costs are all costs of resources for which the usage is shared among several services. They can be 
divided in a fair way (e.g. according to bandwidth demand). 

 Joint costs are all costs of resources which are inherent to each other whereby providing the first service 
will also (inherently) provide the second resource and vice versa (e.g. bandwidth during night hours used 
for synchronizing or updating). 

 Common costs are joint costs for which the resources are not directly associated to the services sold, they 
are frequently referred to as overhead costs (e.g. administration costs related to contracts).  

Depending on how the different costs are divided among the services, different allocation methods can be 
identified (Figure 9): 

 

Figure 9 Overview of commonly used allocation methods 

The most commonly used allocation method in the telecommunications sector nowadays, is the Fully Allocated 
Cost method, since it divides the costs and revenues in a fair way amongst all the actors involved. However, 
other allocation methods also exist: the Stand Alone Cost method allocates all costs and revenues to one 
specific actor, while the Incremental Cost method and Long Run Incremental Cost method only take those 
parts of costs and revenues into account that are made by involving one extra actor. The choice of allocation 
method is not straightforward and will depend on a large number of factors, such as the market setting and the 
actors involved (see above), but also the amount of investment and the accompanied risk. For more details on 
the different allocation schemes, their characteristics, benefits and downsides, we refer to [18]. IN the IP VPN 
service study we will follow the Fully Allocated Cost Method. 

3.3.3 Evaluate - Investment analysis work flow 
Investment analysis is used to compare the different market scenarios from the point of view of an individual 
actor (integrator, network operator, application developer, etc.). This section is based on [14] and will be used in 
section 6. 

As input for the evaluation, we assume that a cost model is developed, using the approach as discussed in the 
previous section. This cost and revenue model enables us to calculate the cash flows at each point in time. 
Based on this information, a decision on whether or not to implement this business case should be taken. 

Direct
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Cash flow analysis gives a good idea of the profitability of the market scenarios and the annual investment 
costs or profits. The cash flows indicate the costs and revenues that are actually paid. When considering the 
full cash flow analysis, one can also easily spot the moment at which the revenues become important. A 
summation of all cash flows gives the profitability of the project over the lifetime. 

Investing large amounts of money in a project always assumes some gain at the end of the project. Considering 
company investments, this minimal gain is defined by the rate a company is expected to pay to finance its 
assets. Expected project gains for investment projects relate to the project risk and the size of the project, and 
hence depend on the market structure and current market conditions. Calculation of this Weighted Average 
Cost of Capital (WACC) for a company with a complex capital structure is a laborious exercise and falls out of 
scope of this project. Instead, we will use values from comparable market in the analysis. 

Expected project gain is to be used as a discount factor when considering future money flows, as money spent 
today is worth less than money spent tomorrow (the factor time decrease the discounted cash flower the 
higher the later in the future): 

	
1

 

Equation 1 Calculation of Discounted Cash Flow 

Where:  

    time (units, e.g. years) to reference point 
   cash flow in time period  
   discount rate 
   discounted cash flow 

The net present value (NPV) is generally considered the most reliable static comparison and selection criterion. 
A project can only be selected on condition that it has a positive net present value as the gain is in this case 
higher than the cost of capital and the project will add value to the firm. Net present value can also be used in 
comparing two projects, in which the project with the highest net present value will be chosen over the other 
project.  

	 	

Equation 2 Calculation of Net Present Value 

Where: 

    time of the cash flow 
 D   discounted cash flow at time  
   total time period of the project 
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3.3.4 Refine - Refinement of investment analysis with sensitivity analysis 
Investment analysis of future projects is based on estimates of how the future will look. As uncertainty 
surrounds these estimates we wish to gain more information about the impact of uncertainty on the analysis. 
As such we use sensitivity analysis. We differentiate between two types of sensitivity analysis: 

-  basic sensitivity analysis 

In basic sensitivity analysis, we investigate the impact on the outcome of varying one input parameter at a time 
(keeping the other parameters fixed). The resulting sensitivity information is the variance of the outcome for 
the given variation of the input parameter. Once executed for all input parameters, a normalized variance can 
be calculated for each parameter by dividing its own variance by the total variance (sum of the variances of all 
parameters). This method is optimally suited for a first investigation as it requires very little computational 
resources. 

‐ global sensitivity analysis 

In a global sensitivity analysis the different key input parameters are varied according to a predefined 
probability density function (PDF), for instance by means of a Gaussian, triangular or uniform distribution. 
Clearly the choice of probability density function and range over which each parameter will be varied (e.g. 
standard deviation in case of a Gaussian distribution) will be very important. Next, a Monte Carlo method is 
used for sampling a huge number of possible outcomes for the model at hand (here the business case). In each 
step of such simulation, a random probable value for each of the key input parameters is generated according 
to their probability density function. The main result of the global sensitivity analysis is a distribution of all 
possible outcomes. Using this distribution, the probability of an outcome within predefined margins can be 
found. In the evaluation of a business case, it is common to search for the probability of a positive net present 
value (NPV). Additionally, this global sensitivity analysis can give detailed information on the impact of the key 
input parameters, on the trend (function of time) or reliability of the results, etc. 

Other possibilities of refining the techno-economic analysis include investigating the effect of competition 
using game theory, or evaluating the value of postponing uncertain decisions using real options theory.  
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4 Impact of the UNIFY solution via Ecosystem analysis 

4.1 Context and objective 
Software-Defined Network (SDN) and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) paradigms are just two facets of 
an overall systemic transformation of Telecommunications and ICT, called Softwarization (other expressions of 
this trend are Cloud-Edge Computing and Networking, etc.). 

The UNIFY solution is a possible reference architecture to develop SDN-NFV based networks. The UNIFY 
project vision is that software-hardware decoupling and resource virtualization will pave the way towards 
“UNIFYing” the resources of Telecommunications-ICT production environment. 

Softwarization combined with other important technological and market trends like the pervasive diffusion of 
ultra-broadband (fixed and mobile), the increase of performance of IT hardware (HW) (at lowering costs), the 
growing availability of Open Source software (OSS), foreshadows disruptive changes in the current 
Telecommunications and ICT ecosystem structure. Softwarization will determine a new future equilibrium in 
the competitive dynamics with the rise of new business roles, different reference business models, new 
competitors and therefore new value chains and value flows. 

The objective of this section is to document the ecosystem evolution analysis that was carried out as part of 
the UNIFY project, with the purpose to understand how the Telecommunications and ICT ecosystem current 
configuration will change and how these changes will affect the business ecosystem structure (business roles, 
actors implementing the role and the relationships, tangible and intangible, existing among the players), the 
competitive dynamics and players’ strategy positioning. 

4.2 Ecosystem analysis methodology 
The analysis described in the following, is based on the MOBENA methodology guidelines as reported in Section 
3.2. 

Furthermore, as part of the analysis, a survey has been developed with the objective of gathering the opinions 
of telecommunications and ICT experts, inside and outside the UNIFY project, about the key drivers behind 
SDN, NFV & SP DevOps. An overview of the questions posed in the survey can be found in Annex 1. 

In particular the identified technology trajectories and the other selected drivers of change have been 
surveyed asking participants to provide their opinion on the degree of certainty (the probability they can 
became true) and importance (the level of the impact on the ecosyestem): each expert involved in this study 
have been requested to assign a weight (1 to 5) in terms of uncertainty to became true (1=low uncertainty, 5 
high uncertainty) and the capability to affect the ecosystem (1 low impact, 5 high impact) taking into 
consideration an horizontal framework of 3/5 years. 

The survey has been distributed to the UNIFY participants, to the Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers (IEEE) SDN-NFV community, to the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF) SDN and NFV Research 
group communities and the participants of the FP7 FLAMINGO project gathering in total 50 respondents.  
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As showed in Figure 10, 50% of the survey participants are part of academic institutions, 20% work for a 
network operator and 16% are part of a (network) equipment vendor. Looking at the role inside their 
organization the majority (60%) are researchers while 14% are software developers and another 14% are 
decision makers. 

 

Figure 10 Profile of the participants to the distributed survey 

The survey results are cited in the analysis coherently with the issues they deal with  

4.3 Telco/ICT ecosystem current representation and analysis  
This section, coherently with the MOBENA methodology structure, provides a picture of the Telco/ICT 
ecosystem in its current configuration modelling the ecosystem in its business roles and mutual relationships 
and the analysis of the ecosystem value. 

4.3.1 Scope – The observed ecosystem perimeter: roles, actors and relationships 
Roles  

Table 4 shows the list of main business roles inside the Telco/ICT ecosystem, the actors that usually play that 
role and the functions carried out inside the ecosystem. 

Table 4 Overview of business roles, actors and their functions 

Roles Actors Functions 
Service Provider (SP) 
service provider 

Telcos (Retail SPs) 
Over-The-Top (OTT) SPs 

Companies providing telco services and other ICT 
value added services”.  

Mobile Virtual Network 
Operators (MVNO) 
service provider 

Large Scale Retail 
DistributionLarge 
companies operating in 
contiguous domain 

Companies operating in contiguous domain 
operating as Telco Service provider renting the 
Telcos network resources 

Wholesale Network 
service provider 
infrastructure provider 

Telcos (Wholesale SPs) 
Network Service provider 

They own (or lease) the network infrastructure that 
they use to offer wholesale network services: for 
example leasing of dedicated lines, broadband 
services and other services to retail customers 
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such as SP Retail, etc. 

Internet service 
provider 
combines the role of 
service provider with 
infrastructure provider 

Telcos International ISPs ISPs provide services for accessing, using, or 
participating in the Internet. ISPs may be 
organized in various forms, such as commercial, 
community-owned, non-profit, or otherwise 
privately owned. 

Cloud service 
providers 
infrastructure provider 

Telcos (IT services) 
Web Companies 
OTT SPs 
 

Companies owning or leasing the data centre (and 
in some cases the interconnecting WAN) 
infrastructure that they use to offer services like 
Infrastructure-as-a-Service, Platform-as-a-Service 
or Software-as-a-Service. Examples of resources 
include storage, processing, memory and network 
bandwidth. 

Network infrastructure 
vendor  
Combines the role of 
hardware and 
software vendors 

TLC equipment vendor 
Software vendor 

The technology providers for those actors who 
own network infrastructures. 

IT infrastructure 
vendors (IT equipment 
provider) 
Combines the role of 
hardware and 
software vendors 

IT equipment provider 
SoftWare (SW) provider 

The technology providers for those actors who 
own IT infrastructures. 

Standard HW provider 
Mainly hardware 
vendors (also 
software) 

HW technology Provider Provide commercial-of-the-shelf hardware  

Device manufacturers. 
Combines the role of 
hardware and 
software vendors 

Smartphone manufacturer 
Navigation device 
manufacturer 
Tablet manufacturer 

Produce devices on which information can be 
delivered to the user. 

Application developer 
open source software 
developers and 
software vendors 
 

Application developer 
Other (e.g. any of the 
content providers who also 
deliver services to the end 
user) 

Provide applications both for end users and the 
network services providers. 

Standardization 
entities  

Standardization body at 
European level: European 

Standardization and specification 
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standards 
development 
organizations 

Telecommunications 
Standards Institute (ETSI), 
European Committee for 
Standardization (CEN), 
European Comitte for 
Electrotechnical 
Standardization 
(CENELEC), etc. 
International 
standardization bodies: 
International Organization 
for Standardization (ISO), 
IEEE, Internet Engineering 
Task Force (IETF), Open 
Networking Foudnation 
(ONF), etc. 

Certification Center 
/ 

Certification lab. Currently 
certification centre are 
based in USA and ASIA 
only 

Certification Centres are entities that provide 
services related to test and certification of SDN 
and NFV solutions in terms of conformance, 
functional interoperability and performance as well 
as technology consultancy & training. 

Public authority 
/ 

Public authority at 
European Union 
Public Authority at country 
level  
Public Authority at global 
level 

Regulation 
Determining policy and legislation 
 

(End) users 
users 
 

(End) users Use the services available on the market. For 
example a telco’s subscribers. 

Relationship among the actors  

This section identifies the main relations between the ICT ecosystem actors identified in the previous section. 

The relationships will be mapped using a connection matrix: a matrix where the vertical and the horizontal 
axes contain the list of the identified business roles. The relationships between these roles are classified as 
follows (see methodology section): 

 “0”: No relation; 
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 “I”: Intangible relation 

 “T”: Tangible Relation 

In some cases these relations are implemented through service/product offering. In other cases, they are 
achieved by means of rules or agreements.  

The following symmetric matrix summarizes these relations (Figure 11). The cells report the type of relation 
(i.e., “I” - Intangible Relation; “T” - Tangible Relation). If there is not any relation between two roles, the 
corresponding cell is labeled with “0“. 

 

Figure 11 Symmetric matrix of the relationships between roles 

4.3.2 Model - Ecosystem representation to visualize the ecosystem model 
The ecosystem is represented as a network made of nodes (the roles) and links (the relationship). Figure 12 
shows the ecosystem representation according the connection matrix described in the previous section. In 
order to make the graph clearer only the tangibles relationships are represented whit blue arrows. 
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SP 0 T T T T T T T T T I I I T

MVNO Service provider 0 0 T 0 0 0 T T T 0 0 I T

Network service provider 
(wholesale)

0 T T T T T 0 0 I I I 0

Internet Service Provider 0 T T T T 0 0 I I I 0

Cloud service provider 0 T T T T T I I I T

Network infrastructure vendor 
(TLC equipment provider) 0 T T 0 0 I I 0 0

Std HW provider 0 T T 0 I I I 0

IT  tecnology provider 0 0 0 I T 0 0

Devices producer 
(smartphone, tablet,PC …)

0 T I I 0 T

App Developer 0 0 0 0 T

Standardization entities 0 I I 0

Certification centre 0 0 0

Regulation authorities 0 0

End users 0
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Figure 12 Telco/ICT ecosystem representation: current configuration 

4.3.3 Evaluate - Current players positioning and value analysis  
The objective of this analysis is to provide a description of the ecosystem’s main characteristics: (1) how does 
current economic value circulate trough the ecosystem, (2) how is value shared among the actors, (3) how do 
the current players position themselves in respect to the business roles. The goal of this analysis is to 
understand the current ecosytem structure and the main comepetitive dynamics.  

To achieve these objectives the MOBENA method suggests several possible dimensions to investigate, and a set 
of related parameters. Both dimensions and parameters have to be selected coherently with the investigation 
purposes.  

Figure 13 summarizes the dimensions and parameters selected for the present work that best support our 
investigation purposes. 
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Figure 13 Ecosystem analysis relevant dimensions and related selected parameters 

1. Economic dimension 

As showed in the previous table the economic dimension analysis will take into account the overall market 
value in terms of global revenues, and related revenue structure focusing in particular on the vendor market 
and TLC market.  

Overall ICT Market Value 

The current value of the overall ICT ecosystem according the EITO report is now around 2,890 billion euros 
[19]. 
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Figure 14 shows the market shares related to the main components of the total ICT ecosystem [2]: TLC service 
share is around 1257 billion euros (43%), the TLC equipment 450billion euros (16%) and the IT business service 
& software 851 billion euros (29%).  

 

Figure 14 ICT ecosystem value components 

Vendor market analysis 

Value and structure 

According to Gartner [21],  the market related to “product and services delivery platform” for Communication 
Service Providers (CSPs) was worth over 168 billion dollars in 2014, comprising approximately 50% in network 
infrastructure, 10% operational software, and 40% in network and software services.  

The vendor market is characterized by few big players operating worldwide. The top vendors has very strong 
offering across the different segments and dominate the market share picture: the top 3 companies generate 
approximately 50% of worldwide revenues (Alcatel Lucent-Nokia, Ericsson, Huawei Technology) the first 10 
accounts for the 69.9% of the worldwide revenues reflecting a high degree of the vendor market 
concentration. 
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Figure 15 Top vendor revenues market shares 

Looking at the tree components in a separate way we find that: 

 In the network Infrastructure segment (around 85 billion dollars) there is a stronger concentration: 
the top five vendor, with a very broad portfolio, account for two-thirds of all revenues ; 

 In the operational software segment, comprising infrastructure and application sw (17,6 billion dollars 
in 2014), the top 5 vendors account for 38%; 

 The operational technology services segment includes two different broad categories of services: 
network related services and software related services. Total revenues for the two categories in 2014 
were 66 billion dollars.  

Telecom sector structure 

The total telecom market is around 1256.6 billion euros and is accounted almost totally (97%) by the first 100 
main players all around in the world. The first 15 worldwide companies, listed in Figure 16 account for 62% (778 
billion euros), and the top 5 account for 32% [22] . 
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Figure 16 Top 15 telecom operators worldwide 

Differently from the vendor market that sees few big players operating worldwide, the telco operators usually 
act on regional or multiregional positioning.  

Figure 17 provides a snapshot of the Global 100 Telco operator revenues by region. 

 

Figure 17 Telecom Operators by region 

2. Barriers to entry and critical relationship 

In the past and still now, the ecosystem has been capital intensive and has had high entering barriers, requiring 
a high level of investments. 

The network environment consisted of nodes (routers, switches, middle-boxes) which were provided by 
vendors and were made of specialized hardware and closed software. This made it very hard to succeed as a 
new entrant both from the economic and technological point of view. Furthermore, network equipment supply 
was highly tailored and the needed skills and capabilities were another critical asset to acquire. 
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The sector has been highly capital intensive: telcos used to own the network nodes and they used to “produce” 
theirselves the network services needed to deliver the final services to the end users. Beside the economic 
barriers stands the technological barrier related to the SIM management.  

The relations between network equipment vendors and telcos have been characterized as a close and based on 
a long history of collaboration: the top vendor provide a very broad portfolio aiming at being the prime vendor 
for a CSP with very strong relationship and legacy systems in place.  

The existing strong relationship, legacy networks and the characteristic of very high capital intensive market 
represent the main entry barriers for potential new competitors.  

Ecosystem evolution scenarios development  

This section focuses on the impact on the ICT business ecosystem of the introduction SDN-NFV principles (not 
only in the network, but also in the service platforms and the terminals) and it aims at identifying the future 
ecosystem scenario in terms of new roles, new relationships and the new competitive dynamics and related 
impact on value flows. 

In order to assess the results of the analysis, several investigation areas have been exploited by analysis of the 
main trends and related possible impacts on the ecosystem. This will result in a list of key drivers of change to 
prefigure a possible evolution scenario. 

4.3.4 Refine – Trend analysis and related impacts 

Technological trends 

In the following a number of technology trajectories are listed and briefly described as the most relevant key 
technological drivers behind SDN, NFV: 

 Pervasive diffusion of ultra-broadband (fixed and mobile): Figure 18 shows the fixed and mobile ultra-
broadband (UBB) subscriptions forecast based on OVUM reports [23],[24];  

 

Figure 18 Fixed and mobile UBB subscriptions forecast – OVUM data source 
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 Growing availability of Open Source Software 

Standard hardware and open source software will play a strategic role in this profound transformation, by 
fuelling open innovation whilst reducing the investments required to deploy said infrastructures. For example, 
OpenStack is an open source platform designed to provide Cloud services. Several pre-standardization bodies 
and fora regard OpenStack as an ideal candidate for developing orchestration features in NFV infrastructures. 
Other examples of open source software are the SDN controllers that have been released to date, and ONOS.  

SDN and NFV open source software adoptions will fuel innovation and reduce software costs. This does not 
necessarily mean CapEx and OpEx reductions for Operators and Service Providers. In fact, most open source 
software products may eventually require contracted Third Parties support to become exploitable in 
production environments for commercial, industrial, financial and public service applications. 

 Cloud/Edge/Fog Computing  

Whilst Cloud Computing is a well-known paradigm, already exploited from an industrial point of view, the 
concepts of Edge and Fog Computing require a short definition. Concerning the former, we basically refer to 
ETSI which defines Mobile Edge Computing as the way of providing IT and cloud-computing capabilities within 
the Radio Access Network (RAN) in close proximity to mobile subscribers. Fog computing on the other hand 
pushes the Edge Computing paradigm up to the end Users terminals (e.g., smart phones) and other devices, 
which will be able to store pieces of data and to execute service components locally. 

These technology trajectories have been surveyed providing the following results: 

 

Market Trends 

Overall decline of telecom core service revenues due to the growing competitive pressure from alterrnative 
CSPs like OTTs that provide telco core communication services (e.g. WhatsApp for messaging and voice) 
leveraging on different business models (e.g.: advertising, big data), positioning themselves at the edge of the 
network. The exponential growth in traffic demand and the increasing competitive pressure to lower price 
have resulted in diminishing revenues for Telco operator [25]. The combination of falling revenues and 
increasing OpEx will represent the first driver for adoption technologies such as SDN and NFV technologies that 
enable lowering capital and operational cost. 

In the following a number of  technology trajectories are listed as  the most 
relevant key drivers behind SDN, NFV and SP DevOps? Please provide per 
each driver your rank in terms of certainty/ importance.
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pervasive diffusion of ultra-broadband (fixed and mobile); 3,7 3,6

IT hardware increase of performance (at lowering costs); 3,9 3,9

growing availability of Open Source SW 3,9 4,0
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Figure 19 Global mobile telecoms services revenues forecast- Telco 2.0 source 

Telco Consolidation trends: The strong pressure on revenues and profits is resulting not only in a focus on 
infrastructure cost efficiency but also in a merger and acquisitions strategy in order to amplify the business 
scale and/ or pursue a diversification of the business towards adjacent markets. Over the last two/three years, 
European and US markets have seen a strong move towards consolidation (e.g.: Germany –Telefonica acquired 
E-Plus; US: Sprint bought US cellular and T-Mobile acquired MetroPCS) [26]. The next wave of consolidation 
will come from emerging countries as the saturation that these markets are facing does not make the 
presence of many players sustainable. 

Consolidation trend in the vendor sector 

Current leading vendors, in order to face the new situation, are also moving towards a merger and acquisition 
(M&A) strategy with the purposes to enrich their portfolio and/or to acquire missing skills and capabilities. For 
example, Cisco during past and current year made a series of acquisitions of small and medium companies and 
are now taking action to set up a series of technology partnerships with Ericsson. Also Nokia and Alcatel Lucent 
are undergoing actions in this direction (in December 2015 the Nokia shareholders assembly approved the 
Alcatel Lucent acquisition operation). 

Key drivers of change of the Telco/ICT ecosystem  

The ongoing technological and market trends reported in the previuos paragraph will affect the current ICT 
ecosystem with impacts on competitive dynamics, business roles and players strategy positioning resulting in a 
new shape of the future ecoystem scenario.  
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The current section provides the description of the key drivers of change and their impact on the business 
ecosystem and the related results of the survey in terms of certainty / importance weight6.  

Increasing competition on telecom service sector:  

The Telco competitve arena has already seen the entry of alternative CSP like OTTs providing telco core 
communication services, the lowering barriers fostered by the wide adoption of SDN/NFV, it will see a further 
blurring of its boundaries with the entering of: 

 New players, like large IT company, utility companies, municipalities, will be able to enter in the arena 
eating a further slice ot the Telco pie acting as Service Provider of telco core services leveraging on the 
lowering effect of economic entry barriers 

 A growing number of OTTs acting as Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNOs) leveraging on the 
introduction of e-SIMs that will remove an important technological barrier7.  

 

 Further consolidation of the telecom sector resulting in fewer bigger players: According to Gartner, 
through 2020 communication service providers will have a further acceleration especially for 
diversification towards adjacent markets via M&A activity, rather than building capability. CSPs will 
focus on cloud infrastructure, mobile advertising marketing and Internet/mobile TV related 
companies as showed by the current M&A trend by CSPs. 

Increasing competition in the vendor sector: 

SDN and NFV are lowering the barriers to enter the Vendor market, attracting several IT suppliers to enter in 
the networking equipment market creating favorable conditions to a new form of competition with traditional 
telecommunications suppliers. Thus will open the door to the vendor competitive arena both to large 
enterprises operating in contiguous domain and start-ups specialized in offering innovative network and 
service software platforms.  

                                                                  
6 Some drivers were not surveyed because identified in a more advanced stage of the project activities than at the time of launch of the 
survey. 
7 The term "e-SIM" relates to a new standard being promoted by the GSMA. The concept of the “embedded SIM,” “eSIM” or “Virtual SIM” 
card for mobile devices is that it is embedded as a chip within the device hardware rather than being a removable card. The information 
on it will be compliant or rewritable by all operators, meaning a user can decide to change operator with a simple phone call. A new SIM 
will not be required, nor will there be any time delay in switching the e-SIM to its new purpose. 

As said before SDN, NFV and SP DevOps will lower the “thresholds” for new 
players to enter the telecommunications and ICT markets, as less 
investments will be required. Looking at the overam teco/ICT competitive 
arena, which players do you mind are the major candidate to enter in the telco 
- ICT competitive arena?. For the one/ones you selected please provide you 
opinion in terms of certainty/importance degree
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Municipalities offering ICT services “for free” 2,94 3,24

Consumers electrics providers (as edge networks and service providers) 3,00 3,04

Over-the-top as mobile virtual network operator 3,86 3,63

Large IT company operating in contiguous domain 3,76 3,73
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Change in the vendor strategy positioning  

From the vendor competitive arena perspecitve the implementation of software-based technologies will spur 
software revenues pushing leading vendors to trasformational changes in terms of service portfolio and to 
reposition themself as principally software supply companies with a significant shift in business model. 

The change of positioning strategy sees two main directions: 

 To offer the widest as possible range of software services also including system integration and 
consultant services  

 To focus and specialize their own offer in specific niches 

The first option will be, most probably, the target positioning of current leading vendor that will enrich their 
services and skills portfolio by acquisition of smaller companies.  

It is likely that a set of mergers between leading companies will take place, aiming to become giants with a 
holistic portfolio covering the widest range as possible of service. As such, pushing the current ecosystem 
structure towards a further extremism of the existing oligopoly, with a smaller number of leading vendors of 
very big dimensions. 

Vendors of medium or small dimension probably will decide to position themselves on the second option.  

 

 SDN, NFV and SP DevOps is attracting several IT suppliers to enter in the 
networking equipment market creating favorable conditions to new form of 
competition with traditional telecommunications suppliers. Which new 
competitors do you mind will enter in the vendor competitive arena? For the 
one/ones you selected please provide you opinion in terms of 
certainty/importance degree (see methodology)
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Start-ups specialized in offering innovative network and service software 
platforms 3,92 3,82

Large enterprise operating in contiguous domain 3,67 3,31
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The hardware supply will be principally “standard hardware supply” (that role could be covered by the giants 
to complete their portfolio). The network infrastructure vendor role, as it is in the current ecosystem, will see a 
strong resize. 

New business roles will appear 

The possibility to separate the physical layer of the network infrastructure from the software layers will open 
the door the possibility of segmentation of the value chain and to the possibility of new business roles owning 
the different slices:  

1. Infrastructure provider (IP) offering real/virtual network/IT infrastructure resources on a CapEx 
centric business model 

2. Service Enabler : renting infrastructure real/virtual network/IT resources from IP and offering the 
enabling services to application providers 

 

Looking at the Vendor sector the fragmentation of the software supply will open the door to the emerging role 
of SW integrator. 

Another possible new role is related to the wide adoption of eSIMs: dynamic subscription management could 
require an intermediary to manage subscriptions among multiple MNOs and end-users. This is similar to a 
subscription manager.  

Furthermore in a scenario where software will become the primary revenue component in the vendor sector, 
hardware infrastructures will be gradually be supplanted by software functionalities owned or viewed 
comfortably as a service, new standards on software interoperability and other technical challenges will 
emerge. This will result in new requirements for software products and related services asking for neutral 

Will Softwarization create new business roles for network operators?
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NO 6%
YES 92% 3,9 4,1

7   If you answered yes to the previuous question, which new business roles 
do you see for network operators in the next five years? For the one/ones you 
selected please provide you opinion in terms of certainty/importance degree 
(see methodology) C
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Infrastructure Providers – IP (offering real/virtual network/IT infrastructure 
resources) – CaPex centric business 3,61 3,50

Service Enablers - SE (renting infrastructure real/virtual network/IT resources 
from IP and offering the enabling services to Application Providers) - OPEX 
centric business 3,63 3,91

Service provider SP - OPEX centric business 3,50 3,72
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certification of the standard compliance: another segment in the IT technology providers’ value chain. The 
software certification probably will not be a legal constraint but a needful market requirement, to increase the 
credibility of products and make them more appealing to the customers. A growing demand for certification 
center is expected both from IT and Network Technology Providers asking for a neutral certification that their 
products are compliant with reference standards, and from start-ups and SMEs specialized in particular niches 
that trough certification will increase their credibility on the market with respect to big players. 

New business model will appear 

 The appearance of the new roles of IP and service enabler will open the door to have telco operator 
that are fully software defined, leveraging an OpEx centric business model and pushing a further 
increasing competition of the number of player in the role of service provider 

o Cost savings alone will not be enough to assure the future sustainability of the 
telecommunications industry: it is key also to enable innovative service paradigms. Two often-
mentioned examples are “Immersive Communications” and “Anything as a Service”, service 
paradigms which are posing challenging requirements for future telecommunications 
infrastructures. 

o “Immersive Communications” looks beyond the “commoditization” of current communication 
paradigms (e.g., voice, messaging, etc.), by addressing new advanced forms of social 
communications and networking (e.g., artificially intelligent avatars, cognitive robot-human 
interactions, etc.). 

 “Anything as a Service” is about providing (anytime and anywhere) wider and wider sets of ICT 
services by means of new terminals, even going far beyond our imagination (e.g, intelligent machines, 
robots, drones, and smart things) [10]. Imagine, for example, services for improving industrial and 
agricultural efficiency, for enabling decentralized micro-manufacturing, for improving efficiency in 
private-public processes, for creating and maintaining smart environments. 

 

 It seems likely that retailing of telecoms services as a separate industry sector will disappear. The 
telecoms services will become increasingly packaged with other services and the economic advantage 
of having these packages available across a variety of access connectivity services seems likely to drive 
a decoupling of the retailing of these service packages to any one particular access connectivity 
service.  

5. Will Softwarization enable new service paradigms, such as “immersive 
communications”, “anything as a service”: C
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NO 16%

YES 80% 3,87 3,90
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The certainty importance matrix 

In the following a synthesis of the drivers is provided. When available the drivers are bundled with the related 
values of certainty and importance according the assigned wheight.  

 

 Will Softwarization transform current “communications” services into 
commodity?
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NO 28%

YES 62% 4,87 4,90
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Impact on competition: increase/decrease number of player in the role

Emerging new role: impact on value chain

Impact on biz models

Increasing competition on TLC service sector: 
1 New competitors will enter in the Telco core competitive arena  as  alternative CSP

1.1 Large IT company operating in contiguous domain 3,76 3,73

1.2
 OTTs  (also favoured by e-sim adoption in in easisly covering the role of MVNO pushing 
the increasing of number of telco core serivce provider) 3,86 3,63

1.3 Municipalities 2,94 3,24

1.4 Consumer electric provider 3,00 3,04

2
3,5 3,72

Increasing competition in the vendor sector:
3 New competitors will enter in the vendor core competitive arena  

3.1
Booming of start up specialized in offering innovative network and serivce platform to 
enter in the vendor competitive arena 3,92 3,82

3.2
Large IT company operating in contiguous domain enter in the vendor competitive arena 
favoured by the lowering entry barrier 3,67 3,31

4 Growing importance of the sw certification entities

Change in the vendor Strategy positioning 

5

5.1
Software supply companies with a significant shift in business model towards of a wide 
range od software service , system integration ad consultant ser 3,66 3,75

5.2  Big player following a M&A strategy 3,7 3,77

6

7

New biz roles will appear

8

8.1
 Emerging of Service Enabler : renting infrastructure real/virtual network/IT resources from 
IP and offering the enabling services to Application Providers 3,61 3,5

8.2
Emerging IP  (infrastructure Provider) : (offering real/virtual network/IT infrastructure 
resources) – CaPex centric business 3,63 3,91

9

10

New biz model will appear
11 4,87 4,9

12
3,87 3,5

Commodization of voice and retailing of telecoms services

The HW supply will be principally  “standard hw supply” (that role could be covered by the giants 
to complete their portfolio)

The network infrastructure vendor role, as it is in the current ecosystem, will see a strong resize
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The appearing of Telco Operator totally software defined, leveraging an OPEX centric biz model

SW revenues in the vendor market will grow vs a decrease of the HW revenues, pushing  
vendors in change their strategy positioning themself as

Segmentation of the Telco services value chain will open to new business roles the different 
slices 

The fragmentation of the sw supply will open the door to the emerging role of SW integrator

The dynamics subscription management enabled by e-sim could require an intermediary to 
manage subscriptions among multiple MNOs and end-users. A sort of subscription manager

Emerging of new biz paradigm such immersive communication” and “anything as a service”
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The drivers have been clustered using the following colour code: they have been mapped into the certainty/ 
importance matrix according the average value resulting in the following diagram and they have been 
classified: 

 Green: Impact on competition: increase/decrease number of player in the role 

 Yellow: Emerging new role- impact on value chain 

 Blue: Impact on business models 

The weighted drivers according to the assigned weight have been classified using the same colour code 

 

Figure 20 Wheighted drivers 

Future evolution scenario 

The elicited drivers of change foreshadow an evolutive configuration of the overall Telco/ICT ecosystem 
significantly different from the current one, resulting in a new and more complex connection matrix and in a 
new graphical representation of the ecosystem as showed in Figure 21 and Figure 22. 
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Figure 21 Connection matrix of the ecosystem evolutive scenario 
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Figure 22 Ecosystem evolutive scenario representation 

Figure 21 highlights the roles that will be affected in a significant way in green. Examples are a growing number 
of players acting in that role due to the lowering of economic entering barriers (e.g.: SP role) or due to the 
lowering of the technological barrier (e.g.: MVNO role thanks to the e-SIM adoption), a resizing of the 
importance of the role (e.g.: Network equipment provider). 

In yellow, new roles most probably will emerge in the future both in the telecom and in the vendor sectors. 

As the picture shows a significant part of the overall ICT ecosystem will be affected in a significant way. Telcos 
and vendors will completely reshape the competitive reality they will be asked to face. 

How rapid will be the transformation? 
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Ovum recently surveyed a cross-section of telecom industry executives about the shift to software-centric 
networks by communications service providers whose main outcome is that the CSPs’ shift to software-centric 
networks will be a slow one.  

The OVUM survey found strong overall agreement that CSPs and vendors alike view growth of software in the 
network as inevitable, and a positive thing, but likely to take a long time: the installed networks are enormous 
resulting in a strong inertia in the adoption process. 

One of the significant challenges to be faced is in both the areas of procurement and network operations:  

 

Figure 23 Significant challenges to be faced in the SDN-NFV adoption process 

Furthermore many Telcos, that don't want to rely on their vendors for everything, will probably remain in study 
mode on software-defined networking (SDN) and network functions virtualization (NFV). 
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Another of the key issue that, according the survey will determine a significant delay in SDN NFV 
implementation is the lack of internal expertise (see Figure 24 below). 

 

Figure 24 Lack of internal expertise is perceived as key issue in the SDN-NFV adoption 

In addition to the elements provided by the OVUM survey, the rapidity of the ecosystem transformation will 
depend of the dominant approach in adopting the SDN-NFV technology by telcos.  

From a theoretical point of view three main approaches are possible: 

 Two parallel innovation cycles: one slow (Red Ocean) for a gradual introduction of SDN and NFV into 
legacy, another one fast (Blue Ocean) addressing a potentially disruptive exploitation of SDN and NFV 
(green-field and software-centric islands); It’s a “bi-modal” strategy consisting on a “clean slate” 
optimized design and deployment of a new software-based production infrastructure operated 
independently from the traditional legacy infrastructure; progressive decommissioning of legacy 
systems and gradual migration of (ongoing and future) service provisioning from the legacy to the new 
software-based production infrastructure. This implies obviously that there will be a coexistence, for 
some time, of the two infrastructures (which should temporarily interwork) and that customers will 
have to be smoothly migrated from the legacy to the new software-based production infrastructure; 

 Just one innovation cycle (Red Ocean) addressing an “inertial” strategy consisting on a gradual 
introduction of SDN-NFV into legacy infrastructures; 

 Just one innovation cycle (Blues Ocean) addressing a disruptive introduction of SDN and NFV. 

According the internal survey results the most probable approach is the the bi-modal approach that sees two 
parallel innovation cycles. It is also considered a viable path the Red Ocean approach addressing a gradual 
introduction of SDN and NFV into legacy while the blue ocean approach is plausible only for new entrants. 
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Of course the concrete deployment of SDN_NFV technology is addressed differently from the varios service 
provider: more aggressively by large SPs such as Verizon, AT&T, and Telefonica much than smaller operators. 
Many smaller carriers are just starting to track SDN/NFV, perhaps participating in a field trial or demo but 
largely staying on the sidelines. 

4.4 Conclusions 
The evolution scenario described in this work suggests that the Telco/ICT ecosystem under the pressure of the 
wide adoption of SDN NFV technologies is going to face a big transformation that will affect the ecosystem 
structure and behavior in a significant way by influencing only not the competitive dynamics but determining a 
change in the overall structure by enabling new business roles and significant repositioning on the current 
players and the entering of new entrants in the old and new roles. 

In the following some key messages are reported: 

o Impact on competitive dynamics: 

 Competition moving from a CapEx-oriented models (e.g., based on physical 
infrastructure) to an OpEx ones (e.g., virtualised functions): 

 the threshold for new competitors is lowering: new “fully virtual” operators are to 
enter the market, as less investments will be required (they can rent physical 
resources from Infrastructure Providers and use high-quality open source software);  

o Voice commoditization, “services packaging”: 

 voice telephony is likely to become just another OTT service…or telecoms services to 
become increasingly packaged with other services and made available through a 
variety of access connectivity services; 

o New service models are to appear (e.g. X as a Service). 

o Changes in the Telecommunication ecosystem structure and strategic positioning 

Which is the most probable innovation approach for exploiting SDN and 
NFV? Please provide per each option your rank in terms of certainty/ 
importance C

er
ta

in
ty

Im
po

rta
nc

e

Two parallel innovation cycles: one slow (Red Ocean) for a gradual 
introduction of SDN and NFV into legacy, another one fast (Blue Ocean) 
addressing a potentially disruptive exploitation of SDN and NFV (green-field 
and software-centric islands); 

3,78 3,63

Just one innovation cycle (Red Ocean) addressing a gradual introduction of 
SDN and NFV into legacy 

3,39 3,35

Just one innovation cycle (Blue Ocean) addressing a disruptive introduction of 
SDN and NFV 

2,53 3,06
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 Potential emergence of new roles for operators (e.g., Smart Connectivity Provider, 
Service Enabler, etc.)  

 OTT are advantaged: they master the SW and they are in the middle of a set of 
relationships (working with customer equipment manufacturers and their retailers); 

 OTT can become MVNO very quickly; 

 Some telecoms equipment suppliers are repositioning as principally software supply 
companies: a significant shift in business model: 

 the sale of software licensing has many differences to the sale of equipment. 

In the next section, we shift our focus towards the open source software community and its (lack of) 
interaction with standards development organisations and industry fora. 
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5 Deploying SDN and NFV at the speed of innovation: towards a new bond 
between standards development organizations, industry fora and open-source 
software projects 

Standards development organizations (SDOs) exist to assure the development of consensus-based, quality 
standards. These formal standards are needed in the telecommunications market to achieve functional 
interoperability. The standardization process takes years and then a vendor still needs to implement the 
resulting standard in a product. This prevents service providers (SPs) who are willing to venture into new 
domains from doing so at a fast pace. With the development of software-defined networking (SDN) and 
network function virtualization (NFV), open-source technology is emerging as a new option in the 
telecommunications market. In contrast to SDOs, open-source software (OSS) communities create a product 
which may implicitly define a de-facto standard based on market consensus. SPs are therefore drawn to OSS 
but they face technical, procedural, legal and cultural challenges due to their lack of experience with open 
software development. The question therefore arises how the interaction between OSS communities, SDOs 
and industry fora (IF) can be organized to tackle these challenges.  

This section is an extension of the ecoysystem analysis documented in section 4. It zooms in to the relationship 
between particular roles in the ecosystem. We examine the evolving roles of OSS communities, IF and SDOs 
and places them in an NFV/SDN context. It sketches the differences between these roles and provides 
guidelines on how the interaction between them can turn into a mutually beneficial relationship that balances 
the conflicting goals of timely development on the one hand and technical excellence, openness and fairness 
on the other to reach their common goal of creating flexible and efficient telecommunications networks. 

5.1 Introduction to an ever-evolving telecommunications market 
Based on the number of subscribers and the multibillion dollar industry that surrounds it, we can resolutely 
state that fixed and mobile network architectures are very successful. These architectures are fit-for-purpose 
closed systems based on standardized interfaces. Every component performs specific functions, and each of 
the dozen of interfaces has a unique definition which has been standardized via an often long, formal and 
consensus-based procedure. However, as customer demand evolves and new technology emerges, the 
complex nature of these architectures starts to become a hindrance to sustainable growth. First, SPs will have 
to deal with higher capital expenditures (CAPEX) and operational expenditures (OPEX) at a time when average 
revenue per user is decreasing [27]. As a result, some SPs will delay or refrain from investing further while 
those who do invest in new services or features face long time-to-market periods as they push a whole 
industry to standardize the newly developed features and then wait for vendors to actually implement them 
[27]. Furthermore, even when these new features are standardized and implemented it may not be possible to 
realize them with existing equipment, as even though these can be controlled through standardized interfaces 
there is little possibility to extend them through the use of open interfaces such as extensible application 
programming interfaces (APIs). This is illustrated on the left side of Figure 25. 

SPs are therefore looking for alternatives which are able to reduce the time-to-market and cost of new 
products and services. Three complementary, self-reinforcing drivers can bring them closer to that goal. First, 
the shift towards SDN offers the opportunity to move to the next level of insight in realizing truly open and 
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extensible interfaces. Additionally, there is an opportunity to migrate from multiple operations systems silos 
and many specialized operations functions in SP networks towards operations support systems that provide 
overall solution architecture for operating services delivered across current and new technologies. Second, 
NFV can decrease the dependence on expensive network equipment vendor solutions, by replacing network 
functions with software implementations running on low-cost multi-purpose hardware. The advantages of 
NFV are most relevant for location independent network functions as better service scalability can be realized 
through sharing of resources. Third, by investing in OSS, a de-facto market-based standard can be created 
while the software is developed and the time-to-market can be reduced by providing a workflow that allows 
for rapid deployment of software updates to very flexible hardware platforms. OSS development does 
however also face challenges such as poor interoperability and high integration costs. This is illustrated on the 
right side of Figure 25. 

 

Figure 25 The operator’s perspective: drawbacks of continuing with conventional methods versus the benefits 
of migrating to SDN/NFV and OSS.  

These de-facto market-based standards compete with the telecommunications market’s long and often 
successful tradition of consensus-based standards that are developed within SDOs and IF. The general trend 
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towards openness particularly open APIs, and the interest of SPs in these can be seen as a reaction to the lack 
of attention to the operational reality that SPs face day in day out and the domination of vendors and 
academics in the decision-making processes within the SDOs [28]. Even though the strength of the carrier 
voice varies across SDOs/IF, some SDOs recognize this challenge. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), 
for example has a network working group that addresses the perceived gap between operators and the IETF 
whose objective is to help ensure that operational realities inform the development of key standards [29] . 
According to a survey held by that working group among network operators, the culture within the SDO was 
given as one of the four major obstacles to participation (time, money and awareness are the other three) [29]. 
While being open to participation by anyone, almost half of the respondents avoid the IETF because they don’t 
feel their operator input is welcomed [29]. By not engaging, network operators write themselves out of the 
process leading to the disparity that operators are expected to deploy technologies of which they don’t even 
know that the standards are being developed. A recent counter example to the lack of involvement of SPs is 
the standardization process of NFV at European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) which was 
initiated by Internet Service Providers (ISPs). 

Without a doubt, SDOs are needed to produce high quality, relevant technical and engineering documents that 
create flexible and efficient telecommunications networks. However, standards become less relevant if they 
trail behind the pace of technology evolution. As such, if the trend towards OSS projects continues, the 
question arises how SDOs/IF can remain relevant in their role of enabling innovation. The goal of the 
remainder of this section is to describe how the interaction between OSS communities, SDOs and IF can be 
improved. We structured it as follows: After introducing an overarching SDN/NFV architecture and describing 
the most relevant roles in the ecosystem, we discuss the differences between the market-based standards 
formed in OSS communities and the consensus-based standards developed by SDOs/IF. We then formulate 
guidelines on how these can work together to reach a mutually beneficial relationship.  

5.2 SDN/NFV architecture overview and main ecosystem roles 
This section sketches the main functional components and layers in the control architecture of a modern 
telecom network supporting NFV and links them to the main ecosystem roles, in order to provide the 
necessary context for the discussion on the interaction between OSS communities, SDOs and IF. International 
Telecommunications Union Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) describes the requirements to 
reach carrier grade service for an independent, scalable control plane in future, packet-based networks [30]. 
The requirements include reachability, scalability, flexibility, reliability, manageability, service, security, 
interworking, routing and forwarding. 

Modern network architectures are structured into multiple functional layers of smaller components. This 
modular approach reduces complexity, enhances component reusability and enables multiple migration paths 
towards future architectures. Recent softwarization and virtualization tendencies have only further 
accumulated the decomposition of functional components and layers within architectures. By decoupling the 
forwarding from control functionality, SDN transforms previously monolithic switches/routers into multiple 
independent components. Server and network virtualization mechanisms in turn introduce additional 
functional splits which isolates data plane functionality of its underlying hardware platform (interested readers 
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should consider [31], references therein). When network functions (NFs) such as firewalls (FW) or deep packet 
inspectors (DPI) are decoupled from their underlying hardware platform, and are realized in software which 
might be executed by commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware, we speak about NFV.  

SDN and NFV are fully complementary paradigms [32]. SDN is centered on the software-based control of 
network resources to provide services, while NFV focuses on the creation and life cycle support of some 
classes of service resources, i.e. virtualized NFs. Indeed, software-based control architecture might be used to 
provide network services which consist of traditional network hardware, virtualized network resources, or 
combinations of both.  

In fact, such a combination might be conceived by considering two existing two control areas: (1) the (software-
driven8) control of communication networks, and (2) the control of cloud (service) platforms. Both control 
architectures are depicted in the architectural overview of Figure 26 which is based on UNIFY deliverable D2.2 
[33]. 

                                                                  
8 In the context of this chapter we focus on SDN-controlled networks, although traditional distributed routing protocols 
could also be considered as the control layer of communication networks. 
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Figure 26 Architectural overview of network- and cloud control platforms 

The first (in blue, left) is in charge of controlling the network of switching and routing equipment, the second 
(in orange, right) is in charge of creating and exposing cloud networks, i.e. a network of reusable computing and 
storage servers for the purpose of, e.g., building web services. The control architecture of both domains follows 
a roughly similar 3-layered approach, as depicted in Figure 26. At the lowest layer, infrastructure resources 
form the physical foundation on top of which services are provided. Communication networks rely on network 
hardware such as switches and routers; cloud infrastructures rely on (interconnected) computing and storage 
hardware (servers). A second layer, the control layer, interconnects the components of the infrastructure layer 
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via their north-bound interface (e.g. OpenFlow for network control) in order to provide control-level services 
such as topology management or datastore services.  

The virtualization layer enables a decoupling of functionality from its underlying hardware. At the computing 
device level, virtualization enables one device to be segmented in multiple logical devices. At the network level 
network virtualization enables isolation of network resources across different network hardware devices into 
virtual networks or slices.  

At the highest layer, components of the application layer build further on control layer services to program 
client applications. A traffic engineering application might be defined on top of the SDN-control layer, while a 
Hadoop cluster might be an application on top of the cloud platform. The orchestration system has a complete 
view on available networking as well as on computing and storage resources and is used for services that 
require a combination of these resources. The orchestration components are able to make an informed 
decision on which infrastructure should be used. The provisioning process itself can then be further delegated 
to the already existing network and cloud control system. Orthogonal to the horizontal layers, management 
functionality might be required to configure any of the components at the infrastructure, control or application 
layer for example to ensure policies or security-related options. 

A number of stakeholders are involved in the realization of this SDN/NFV-driven architecture9. We discuss 
stakeholder responsibilities and interactions in the remainder of this section. On the left side of Figure 26, the 
most relevant ecosystem roles are represented. These roles are accomplished by the actors that actively 
participate in the exchange of value. Most actors will perform more than one role at the same time. For 
example, traditional ISPs fulfill the role of infrastructure provider, virtual service infrastructure provider and 
service provider.  

A. Users 

Users, i.e. end/enterprise users, retail, or over-the-top providers, request and consume a diverse range of 
services. In general, users have no strong opinion about how the service is delivered as long as their quality of 
experience expectations are satisfied.  

B. Service providers (SPs) 

SPs accommodate the service demand from users by offering one or multiple services including over-the-top 
service and X-play services (e.g. triple play). The service provider realizes the offered services on a (virtualized) 
infrastructure via the deployment of virtualized network functions (VNFs). The WP4 role of service  

C. Virtual service infrastructure providers (VSIPs) 

                                                                  
9 The definition of roles depends on the level of detail that is adequate for the analysis. To preserve consistency, the first 
column of Table 4 provides a detailed mapping between the roles used here and the more extensive list of roles 
considered in the ecosystem analysis (section 4). Similarly WP4 defines a set of roles such as a Service developer which 
corresponds to a classical ISP, VNF developer which is a role part of the more generic software developers role used in this 
section and a service operator, a role which combines the roles of an IP and a VSIP. 
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VSIPs [34] deliver virtual service infrastructure to SPs meeting particular service level requirements by 
combining physical network and cloud resources into service infrastructure meeting particular SLA 
requirements implemented through NFV-enabled network applications. These network applications might 
involve resources (or network functions) which are either implemented in traditional network hardware, or as 
virtualized NFs. These are the result of an orchestration system which interacts with network control system 
as well as the cloud control system.  

D. Infrastructure providers (InPs) 

InPs own and maintain the physical infrastructure and run the virtualization environments. By virtualizing the 
infrastructure, they open up their resources to remote parties for deploying VNFs. The reusable physical 
resources comprise all possible resource options (computing, storage and networking) and they span the 
entire service delivery chain from the end-user gateway and set-top-box over the access, aggregation and 
core network up to the cloud.  

E. Hardware vendors 

Hardware vendors provide the physical devices that are deployed by the infrastructure providers. The shift 
away from specialized equipment towards reusable, industry-standard high-volume servers, switches and 
storage devices can reduce the total costs of infrastructure providers as they cost less than manufacturer-
designed hardware and it increases flexibility. The hardware must provide an interface towards the controller 
systems. 

F. Software vendors 

Software vendors, including OSS developers, deliver the implementation of the logic that is used to optimally 
deploy the services on the physical infrastructure. Today a patchwork of specialized software products exists 
to realize that functionality. The most relevant software for the SDN/NFV architecture are those that focus on 
(1) the acceleration of packet processing on commodity hardware, (2) virtual machine technologies and 
software container-based technologies, (3) network virtualization software for virtualizing SDNs, (4) SDN and 
cloud control software, (5) software for the orchestration of VNFs, (6) software implementations of VNFs and 
(7) software for monitoring, management, automated roll-out, configuration and specification of VNFs.  

For each of these, OSS communities have developed or are developing viable alternatives to proprietary 
software. We do not list all of these OSS projects due to space constraints (interested readers should consider 
[36], references therein). 

G. Standards development organizations and Industry Fora 

The network industry today is very much standards-driven to make a product or service safe (safety 
standards) and interoperable (interface standards), while making the industry as a whole more efficient. The 
purpose of SDOs/IF such as ITU-T, ETSI, Open Networking Foundation (ONF), IETF, TM Forum and Metro 
Ethernet Forum (MEF) is to standardize the concepts that emerge in the ecosystem via coordination of the 
different actors in the development of new technical standards as well as the revision and amending of existing 
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standards when needed. Participants from across the ecosystem contribute to the development of these 
standards.  

Next, we look into the details of the roles of OSS communities on the one hand and SDOs and industry fora on 
the other in the development of standards. 

5.3 Standards developed by SDOs versus de-facto standards as a result of the work done 
in OSS communities 
ETSI defines a standard as a document, established by consensus and approved by a recognized body that 
provides, for common and repeated use, rules, guidelines or characteristics for activities or their results, aimed 
at achievement of the optimum degree of order in a given context [35]. In general, five steps can be recognized 
in the standards process: (1) identification of the need, (2) assignment to the relevant body/group, (3) drafting 
and submission of the standard, (4) approval and (5) adoption and distribution. The specific implementation 
differs between SDOs/IF as illustrated in Figure 27 for ITU-T and ETSI. 

 

Figure 27 Overview of the standards development process and approval process of ITU-T and ETSI. 

In practice, this requires significant time and effort due to (1) the difficulty of creating specifications of high 
technical quality; (2) the need to consider the interests of all of the affected parties; (3) the importance of 
establishing widespread community consensus; and (4) the difficulty of evaluating the utility of a particular 
specification for the Internet community [37]. This is in sharp contrast with today’s rapid development of 
networking technology which demands timely development of standards. 

An OSS project on the other hand must deliver a working product. During the development, a de-facto market-
based standard is created (development and standardization are executed as parallel processes). The agile 
development model which is tied closely together with OSS projects, results in smaller incremental releases 
with each release, building on previous functionality. This approach takes into account that user demand is 
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dynamic and that plans are short-lived. The OSS community decides on a way to implement a feature and, 
once it is included in the OSS project, it can be deployed at once. As a result, the opportunity exists to reduce 
the time-to-market. Similarly, SDOs/IF could apply an agile development approach in specification 
development to reduce their cycle time. The authors of [38] for example, state that the cycle time of a paper 
standard compared to an OSS project can be shortened by a factor 2. 

SDOs focus on the design of norms or requirements of technical systems to achieve a technical goal which can 
only be met when multiple partners agree and preferably, subsequently adopt the proposed norm. Most SDOs 
follow a rigid specification mechanism, which once published, only can be corrected, changed or extended in 
rather discrete steps following a rigorous process of validation and agreement. This makes SDO-based 
standards slow to adapt to a changing environment or problem statement. On the contrary, OSS projects are 
able to almost continuously adapt and integrate new code contributions driven by contributors in order to 
solve important current issues. OSS communities can contribute to the operator’s goals to reduce the time-to-
market and cost of services, it should also be clear that the number of failed or dormant OSS projects is also 
notable [39]. Operators that want to contribute to OSS communities must therefore also overcome a variety of 
challenges [40]: 

A. Technical 

OSS development can be disorganized as developers work on the parts that interest them most. Less tempting, 
but necessary, parts such as writing code documentation, automated tests and manuals may as such receive 
less attention Also, to overcome fragmentation, OSS projects need to be able to interconnect and fit into a 
larger architecture. These technical challenges, while being pertinent to reach success, may receive less 
attention due to community diversity.  

B. Procedural 

From a procedural perspective, OSS cannot prevent that companies dominate a project and push though their 
own approach. This is a result of the lack of governance structure that ensure quality in the development and 
integration as well as the procedures for its assessment.  

C. Legal 

The choice of license may affect interoperability and the possibility for SPs and vendors to differentiate 
themselves. Permissive licenses, such as the Apache License Version 2, do not impose special conditions on the 
second redistribution while strong licenses impose conditions in the event of wanting to redistribute the 
software, aimed at ensuring compliance with the license’s conditions following the first distribution. Under the 
General Public License (GPL) of the GNU project for example it is only possible to redistribute code licensed 
under a compatible license while under the Apache License Version 2 a project may be forked to develop 
proprietary extensions based on the material.  

D. Cultural 
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As the centre of value shifts from hardware towards software, the operator’s culture and skillset must evolve 
as well (interested readers should consider [41], references therein). Operators typically work with product 
managers while OSS communities focus on use cases and feature sets. Changing a company’s culture is not a 
simple challenge as internal resistance from people who fear to lose their job can be severe when not properly 
managed.  

To summarize this section we wish to point at the conflicting goals of timely development of products and 
services on the one hand and technical excellence, openness and fairness on the other. Moving in one direction 
often leads to compromising on the other. The next section therefore focuses on how SDOs, IF and OSS 
communities can work together to balance these conflicting goals and reach the common goal of creating 
flexible and efficient telecommunications networks. 

5.4 Guidelines for improving interaction between oss communities, SDOs and IF 
Both SDOs and IF should engage with the OSS community to tackle the technical, procedural, legal and cultural 
challenges that operators face in contributing to OSS. The causes of these challenges can be backtracked to a 
lack of communication, governance practices and inexperience with OSS development. 

The fundamental reason behind the existence of SDOs/IF is to avoid miscommunication and to establish 
impartial third-party governance practices. The competences of SDOs/IF have developed by performing these 
functions can provide an answer to the challenges that operators face when contributing to OSS. However, 
without change, the relevance of the interaction between SDOs, IF and OSS will remain negligible. Attempts to 
bridge the gap via an alternative SDO model are therefore emerging. The ONF is an early example, which is 
dedicated to the promotion and adoption of SDN through open standards development. Initially established to 
promote the OpenFlow protocol via market development, the ONF now covers a broad range of specifications 
activities that encompass SDN architecture, open common information model of network resources, data 
model and API development (including NETCONF, YANG, etc.). For example, to enable SDN control and network 
programmability, and allow SDN to be applied to a wide range of network resources, the ONF has a major effort 
to establish a consistent description of network resource functionality, capabilities, and flexibility. This 
resource description is provided by an information model that is independent of implementation details 
(including the protocol), providing the foundation for the derivation of a coherent suite of interface protocol-
specific data models. Promoting a common industry-wide open model has been an informal collaboration 
among the ONF, ITU-T SG15 and the TM Forum. Between this, data model/API development, associated OSS 
projects, and usage of OSS tooling, ONF links these areas together in creating a bridge between “paper 
specifications” and “software development”.	 Open Source SDN (OSSDN) is one example of how the ONF 
supports and sponsors OSS development by supplying people, monetary support for the maintenance and 
development of the community, and the hiring of a community manager. The Atrium project, which integrates 
OSS components tries to make it easier for network operators to deploy SDN, is a direct outcome of that 
support. Another example is, the Open Platform for NFV (OPNFV), a project operating under the Linux 
Foundation in close collaboration with ETSI’s NFV ISG (among others) which has as purpose to establish an 
integrated, open-source reference platform that uses the open-source NFV building blocks that already exist. 
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A final example is the ETSI NFV Proof of Concept-zone which promotes multi-vendor open ecosystems 
integrating components from different players.  

To return to the goal, we conclude this section by formulating a set of guidelines, based on lessons learned 
from alternative SDO models, which provide an outline towards what SDOs/IF can do to tackle the previously 
described challenges: 

 SDOs/IF and OSS communities should establish communication channels to reach more engagement in 
compatible projects. As an example, OpenMANO is an open source project (initiated by Telefónica) that 
provides a practical implementation of the reference architecture for Management & Orchestration under 
standardization at ETSI’s NFV ISG (NFV MANO). 

 SDOs/IF should emphasize software development and function demonstration more in its culture and 
structure by aligning their processes with the OSS development practices. In parallel with the standards 
development process, code should be developed to support extensibility, modularity, and allow agile 
workflows (e.g. hackathons) for each of the modules independently. The NFV Proof of Concept-zone is an 
example of how function demonstration can be encouraged. 

 SDOs/IF should help OSS communities with the development of governance structures to guarantee 
technical excellence, openness and fairness among the contributors to OSS projects. First, SDOs/IF should 
provide internal project governance in terms of developing the practices as well as the procedures that 
guarantee an effective development, integration, release, maintenance and update process and help in 
setting up the essential legal, business, management and strategic processes. Second, SDOs/IF should 
offer cross-project governance to avoid (1) unintentional competition between OSS projects that aim for 
the same goal (assuring project diversity) and (2) that OSS projects that each deliver part of an overall 
solution cannot be used together (assuring interoperability).  This is particularly challenging as these 
governance structures and processes differ among SDOs. In fact it would also require an SDO/IF 
requirement upon an overall (modular) management/control architecture for software development in 
the domain of interest, with supporting guidelines, processes and common open source tooling. This would 
assure consistency when diverse teams work independently on a part of the solution (e.g., technology-
/application-/-etc. specification modules). 

 SDOs/IF should guide operators, which are typically not so familiar with the world of OSS, among the 
plethora of OSS projects and help them find the projects that fit their needs best and are worth 
contributing to. Examples are the Atrium and OPNFV project which integrate several OSS projects to speed 
up adoption. 

 SDOs/IF should gather end users, facilitate their discussions and help operators with the definition of use 
cases and feature sets in a way that’s implementable by an OSS project. As an example, OPNFV helps 
operators understand how to articulate their use cases as functional gaps in OSS projects. 

 SDOs/IF should provide best practices in OSS development via training and learning materials. For 
example, by providing advice on best practices with regard to OSS licenses. SDOs/IF can help to make OSS 
credible for both operators and vendors (by preserving their ability to differentiate). For instance, OPNFV is 
licensed under an Apache 2.0 license which explicitly grants patent rights where necessary to operate, 
modify and distribute the software 

 SDOs/IF should overlook the integration of OSS projects and point towards development gaps while 
establishing and maintaining communication with other SDOs and IF. An example is the TM forum Catalyst 
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proof of concepts which bring together service providers and suppliers to work collaboratively. Another 
initiative, started by MEF and TM Forum, is the UNITE program, to assure a more open and rapid alignment 
of SDO work. 

Figure 28 summarizes our findings. 

 

Figure 28 Interaction between operators, SDOs, IF and operators 

5.5 Conclusions 
We argued that margin pressure and the lack of possibilities for SPs to introduce new services has spurred 
their interest in (1) emerging technologies such as SDN and NFV that provide an opportunity to reduce cost and 
increase flexibility and (2) other collaboration models such as OSS projects that can reduce the time-to-
market. By linking the most relevant ecosystem roles on the proposed overarching SDN/NFV architecture, we 
illustrated the general trend towards OS, particularly extensible APIs, in the SDN/NFV network space. Next, we 
focused on how these evolutions are changing the role of SDOs and IF and how the OSS development methods 
affect the way new standards are proposed, developed and implemented. On one side of the spectrum, 
consensus-based standards developed by traditional SDOs tend to have a longer cycle time than the pace at 
which technology evolves. On the other side, OSS projects lead to a de-facto market-based consensus in a 
shorter cycle time. As such, SDOs may gradually lose their relevance in enabling innovation and operators turn 
towards OSS communities to realize innovation. However, SPs that wish to contribute to OSS communities face 
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technical, procedural, legal and cultural challenges. We argue that the fundamental reason behind the 
existence of SDOs/IF is to resolve these challenges. Based on lessons learned from the interaction that is 
starting to happen between SDOs, IF and OSS communities, we formulated a list of guidelines to improve 
interaction between both worlds and improve the relevance of SDOs/IF in innovation and increase the 
technical excellence, openness and fairness of OSS projects. 
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6 The impact of SDN and NFV principles on costs: IP VPN service 

Today, for ISPs, SDN and NFV are still technology trends which impact the research and innovation agenda 
while general adoption as well as implementation is lacking. One important factor in the process of business 
decisions is to understand the technology, the impacts on the company’s business operations and foremost the 
economic advantage. For example, it is difficult to compare business cases with each other without adapting 
them to concrete business needs and their individual situation. However, by concentrating on the cost related 
aspects we are able to provide an understanding of the most important cost aspects. As such, cost analysis 
based on a set of clearly motivated underlying assumptions is able to provide substantial first insights. 
Previous successful investigations (e.g. [77] or [78]) concentrated on three important aspects: 

 A dedicated use case with concrete market demand 

 An existing real world model, abstracting and generalizing the specifics of concrete businesses   

 Comparing new and legacy scenarios focusing on the technology trend and avoiding cross impacts of 
other trends 

In the following, these three aspects will be detailed for an IP VPN service and a cost study is performed. 
This cost study is performed based on the methodology introduced in Section 3.3. 

6.1 Scope: IP VPN service 
The future requires connectivity. Office environments have to link to the cloud or connect other sites with 
each other. Typically, these sites are today connected with a self-managed or managed service. The VPN is 
typically tightly connected to specifics of the underlying technology (not decoupled as the SDN paradigm 
promotes) like IP (Internet Protocol Security, IPSec), Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS), Ethernet or 
some tunneling mechanism like OpenVPN. Sometimes even HTTPS, Transport Layer Security (TLS) or 
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) are understood as VPN technologies [79]. Latest service innovations for carrier 
grade VPN services include software defined wide area networks (SD-WAN). They typically decouple the 
service (VPN) from the underlying transport infrastructure (e.g. IP, Ethernet, MPLS) by usage of tunneling 
protocols. In addition, they provide advanced features like support for multiple physical connections, more 
sophisticated traffic management, priority of services, and simpler self-management through web 
interfaces and therefore provide customers more flexibility and faster deployment of required services. 
Still, the service is not necessarily operated by the customers and could be provided as managed service 
from an operator.  

There are a number of forecasts available covering different types of VPNs, technologies, geographies (e.g. 
[80], [81] and [82]). Concentrating on typical carrier products (IP, MPLS VPN), the estimated global revenue 
is currently in the area of $30 billion, and expected to grow over the next couple of years (CAGR 10-30%). 
Major rational is the general increase of demand from small and medium enterprise (SME) businesses and 
the increasing number of sites to be connected. Even a first estimation of the impact of cloud based VPNs 
is seen.  
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Given the fact that the Internet and its protocols are finally dominating all aspects of communication 
services, the study will concentrate on IP-based VPN in legacy and cloud style production and condone all 
kinds of carrier grade products as legacy base. In addition, the study concentrates on the carrier 
perspective and assumes that all information for number of customers, sites and traffic are linked to 
carrier provided services. Figure 29 depicts these two scenarios. 

 

Figure 29. Service scenario 

In both scenarios, the customer has a LAN environment, where all customer premises equipment (CPE, e.g. 
laptops, PCs, printers) and some set of application Server (AppS) are connected to a gateway device, in our 
case a VPN GateWay (VPN GW). The VPN GW is responsible for managing the access to the environments and 
enforces en-/decryption of the traffic for security. In addition, the customer has two sites, details are given for 
the first one only, and the customer might have some servers hosted in a data centers. There will be three 
different types of VPN GWs. The first one is representing the border between carrier and customer side, the 
second VPN GW in the data center linking AppS and the network and the third VPN GW connecting mobile user 
with the VPN. In the UNIFY VPN scenario, it is assumed that the mobile VPN GW is collocated with the data 
center VPN GW. The management of the VPN GW is performed by special servers for Authentication and 
Monitoring (AM). In the legacy scenario, there is a special element the VPN ForWarDing entity (VPN FWD). It is 
organizing the correct forwarding inside the tenant network and is typically a special function on core or edge 
routers like a Virtual Switching Instance (VSI) or a Virtual Routing and Forwarding (VRF). On special purpose of 
this entity is to allow multiple overlapping address spaces inside one machine. All VPN GW are connected to 
this VPN FWD. In practice, there might be multiple coordinated VPN FWDs for scalability and efficiency 
reasons. This functionality is shifted to the data center VPN GW in the UNIFY VPN Service. In practice, all traffic 
must be forwarded to the data center and this leads to inefficiency in the forwarding inside the network. 
Similarly, the figure simplifies and multiple coordinated instances of the VPN GW could exist. Still, in both 
scenarios, there is one central AM managing all the different VPN GW.  
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6.2 Model: The model 
The model follows previous studies. The general methodology has been described in D2.2 of the ICT SPARC 
project [77]. For doing so, it is required to model demand (in terms of traffic), design a network, dimension 
devices and processes and finally put the things together. Last but not least, a sensitivity analysis is performed 
in order to identify the impact of important factors. The study differentiates in two main cost categories: CapEx 
and OpEx. A special focus is put on OpEx and the identification of relevant processes in order to verify promises 
of automation and efficiency gains of SDN and NFV (see Figure 30).  

 

Figure 30 Investments and processes under consideration 

6.2.1 Traffic sources 
The input for the traffic model is based on the Cisco Visual Network Index [83] and the assumptions detailed in 
SPARC D2.2 [77]. The customers connected to the network are split 90%/10% into residential and business 
customers. The 10% business customers is further separated 80%/20% into basic and advanced service 
customers, where basic represents simple service comparable to residential customers and advanced 
customers demand VPN services. Based on available country data [84] and market share of incumbents the 
absolute number of advanced, VPN requesting business customers is derived. Based on the Cisco VNI data, the 
busy hour internet traffic multiplier, the average business IP data volume, country distribution and growth 
from 2014-2019 is used to calculate the busy hour IP VPN traffic per subscriber (see Table 5).  
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Table 5 IP VPN traffic per subscriber 

IP VPN traffic 
per subscriber 
(kbps) 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAGR 
2014-2019 

Average   94,53   102,02   110,56   118,36   127,07   132,91  7.05% 

Busy hour   255,87   291,47   330,45   366,62   404,42   435,81  11.24% 

The country values for number of subscribers of the incumbent and the busy hour values finally provide the 
required transport capacities for the IP VPN traffic. The edge routers in the service scenario are shared 
between the residential customers and the busy hour value is therefore required as well and calculated in a 
similar way as the business traffic. Some selected results for a select set of countries are presented in Table 6 
below. 

Table 6 Traffic in selected European countries 

Total Traffic in Gbps 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 CAGR 2014-2019 

Busy hour IP VPN 

Austria 14,72 16,76 19,01 21,09 23,26 25,07 11,24% 

Belgium 19,13 21,79 24,70 27,40 30,23 32,58 11,24% 

Germany 137,80 156,97 177,96 197,44 217,80 234,71 11,24% 

Greece 18,35 20,90 23,70 26,29 29,00 31,25 11,24% 

Netherlands 28,75 32,75 37,13 41,20 45,45 48,97 11,24% 

Spain 78,53 89,46 101,42 112,52 124,12 133,76 11,24% 

Sweden 16,68 19,00 21,54 23,90 26,36 28,41 11,24% 

Busy hour total traffic 

Austria 1.388,17   1.717,88   2.167,62   2.742,37   3.465,93   4.410,56  26,01% 

Belgium 1.804,05   2.232,53   2.817,01   3.563,94  4.504,26   5.731,89  26,01% 

Germany 12.998,0 16.085,20  20.296,31 25.677,91 32.452,83 41.297,79  26,01% 

Greece 1.730,80   2.141,89   2.702,63   3.419,24   4.321,38   5.499,16  26,01% 
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Netherlands 2.712,15   3.356,32   4.235,01   5.357,93  6.771,58   8.617,16  26,01% 

Spain 7.407,50   9.166,87  11.566,76  14.633,71  18.494,70  23.535,40 26,01% 

Sweden 1.573,12   1.946,75   2.456,42   3.107,74   3.927,69   4.998,18  26,01% 

6.2.2 Network design 
The design of the network follows the ICT SPARC mobile backhaul study in great details as well. It is assumed 
to have a modern, densified network with around 40k households per aggregation side and 3.5 million 
households per core location. Customers are connected with a modem (or VPN GW) to the access network, 
most probably with some xDigital Subscriber Line (xDSL) technology which is terminated at Digital Subscriber 
Line Access Multiplexers (DSLAMs), which in turn is connected to aggregation routers. Modems, VPN GWs and 
DSLAMS as well as aggregation routers or switches are left out of the study because they do not differ in the 
scenarios. At each core location a data center is collocated (or in other words: the core location is a data center 
at the edge core). In general, redundancy is given from the uplink interfaces of the aggregation throughout the 
network. One minor difference is that the device at an location are not connected to each other, because it 
does not provide any advantage and is not needed from a technology point of view (difference to the SPARC 
mobile backhaul study). The design assumptions are verified with incumbent networks in Germany and Greece.  

6.2.3 Costing 
This section defines the the cost model (i.e. the quantification of each of the investments and operational 
processes of Figure 30) and the elements used in the cost model (e.g. the cost of a server in a data center, the 
cost of power, etc.). 

6.2.3.1 Cost model elements 
The study compares the two IP VPN service scenarios as detailed before. For the network a delta for costs for 
edge core routers, data centers and VPN service components is assumed. Therefore, the costs for 
infrastructure of the network (e.g. cables, exchanges, etc.) are not taken into account as well as aggregation 
router costs, CPE investments or access network technologies. The edge core routers are based on large 
existing commercial routers and combine 10G for links to data center, servers and aggregation sites with 100G 
transport to other edge core sites. This leads to a shopping list including base chassis with power supplies and 
fan systems, switching and routing fabrics as well as 10G and 100G line cards with appropriate optical 
transceivers. In addition, software licenses for the base operation system as well as in legacy scenario VPN 
licenses enabling the VPN functionality. The legacy scenario requires additional servers for management, 
authentication and monitoring whereas the alternative UNIFY scenario data centers and a VPN software 
requires. Based on expert interviews, it was estimated that the in-house design of such VPN software requires 
a team of 10 developers.  

In addition, there is a set of processes as presented in Figure 30. This includes the continuous cost of the 
infrastructure (cooling, housing, and power), maintenance and repair (network care and upgrades, and failure 
fixing) as well as service management and provisioning and operational network planning.  
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6.2.3.2 Cost model for network nodes and data center 
Network nodes are typically used for different services. Therefore we have split the cost between general costs 
required for forwarding and costs dedicated to specific services (e.g. IP VPN licenses). Further the forwarding 
cost is split in their relationship between residential and business related traffic (fractional approach).  

The cost of a server in a data center is modeled based on [66]. 

We assume the latest generation Dell PowerEdge R630 server which has a price target of Є10570 or Є6766 

after reductions granted by the supplier, a lifetime of 3 years and peak power consumption of 500W. Using the 
assumptions summarized in Annex 3 provides us with the following cost input values (cost per server per 
year): 

 Data center amortization: Є370.83 

 Server amortization: Є2255.36 

The following table shows a detailed shopping list and cost summary for the legacy scenario: 

Table 7 Shopping list and infrastructure costs for legacy scenario 

 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Edge Core Router per location 

Chassis incl. max Fan and 

power supply 

2 2 2 2 2 2 

Base Operating System 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Route Switch Processor 4 4 4 4 4 4 

Switch Fabric Cards 14 14 14 14 14 14 

8 x 100G Line Card 4 4 6 6 8 10 

36 x 10G Line Card 10 10 14 14 20 24 

100G Transceiver 22 28 34 44 56 70 

10G Transceiver 336 336 504 504 672 840 

IP VPN License  14 14 20 20 28 34 

Cumulated Total cost Edge 

Core Router  

 $11.585.888 $11.587.668 $16.595.703   $16.597.491  $22.589.522 $27.484.731 

Server 
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Basic HW 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Authentication SW 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Management and Monitoring 

SW 

2 2 2 2 2 2 

Cumulated Total Cost Server  $426.262   $826.262   $1.226.262   $1.626.262   $2.026.262   $2.426.262  

Cumulated Overall Total 

Infrastructure Cost incl. 

installation cost10 

€ 12.273.109  € 12.682.228  € 18.194.761  € 18.604.314  € 25.119.857  € 30.517.385  

The following table shows a detailed shopping list and cost summary for the alternative UNIFY scenario: 

Table 8 Shopping list and infrastructure costs for alternative UNIFY scenario 

 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

Edge Core Router per location 

Chassis incl. max Fan and 

power supply 

2 2 2 2 2 2 

Base Operating System 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Route Switch Processor 4 4 4 4 4 4 

Switch Fabric Cards 14 14 14 14 14 14 

8 x 100G Line Card 4 4 6 6 8 10 

36 x 10G Line Card 10 10 16 16 20 24 

100G Transceiver 22 28 34 44 54 70 

10G Transceiver 340 340 508 508 676 844 

Cumulated Total Cost Core 

Edge Router 

 $801.136   $802.916   $993.662   $995.450   $1.009.257   $1.047.863  

                                                                  
10 The CapEx costs are calculated in US Dollar, based on available price lists. However personnel costs like installation costs 
are calculate in EURO. For that reason, US Dollar are transferred to EURO based on historical exchange rates or extension 
of actual exchange rates into the future. 
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Data Center 

Number of reference servers 48 48 48 48 48 48 

SW Development team (10 

developers) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

Cumulated Total Cost Data 

Center 

 $2.556.548   $4.456.548   $6.356.548   $8.256.548   $10.156.548   $12.056.548  

Cumulated Overall Total 

Infrastructure Cost incl. 

installation cost10 

€ 3.713.176  € 5.649.695  € 7.780.840  € 9.719.377  € 11.670.164  € 13.646.230  

One can see that the delta in hardware related costs is rather low and major delta is in software licenses vs. 
data center and software development costs. Therefore, the legacy scenario has right from the beginning a 
huge cost offset compared to the alternative scenario with the envisioned automation and open-source or 
self-developed service components. 

6.2.3.3 Operational costs 
As introduced, the operational costs include the continuous cost of the infrastructure (cooling, housing, and 
power), maintenance and repair (network care and upgrades, and failure fixing) as well as service management 
and provisioning and last but not least network planning. 

The housing costs are based on rackspace in m²and costs per m². The rackspace is calculated based on the 
height of the devices. The costs of cooling and power are based on the power consumption of the devices and 
increased by the PUE value of 1.8 as the general efficiency of typical DC. Using the assumptions summarized in 
Annex 3 provides us with the following cost input values (cost per server per year): 

 Server cost of floor space: Є112.77 

 Server power consumption, cooling and backup power supply: Є388.80 + Є311.04 

Maintenance and repair is split into five processes. Maintenance consists of network care and network 
upgrades and patches. Repair consists of travel of technicians to the place of failures and the time required 
first fixing the failure and second testing the repair.  

Network care is describing the activities of observation of the infrastructure. This is typically performed by a 
Network Operations Center (NOC). A NOC operates in a 24h/7d mode. It is assumed to have always two persons 
in a shift, which means five shifts are required to cover the 24h/7d mode. Wage per hour is based on statistical 
material and assumed inflation [85]. This cost category is assumed to be the same in both scenarios.  

Network upgrades and patches is calculated based on the number of required licenses and the time required to 
upgrade or patch a software component and the wage of the technician performing the action. The number of 
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software components is estimated to be the number of required licenses and VPN software elements. Based 
on our experience from previous studies we kept the required time per license per year with 1.75h.  

The repair costs are representing a sequence of events. First the technician has to travel to the location of the 
event. Given the fact that the study assumes relative central locations, one hour was taken into account for 
20km, additionally the cost per km of travel was set to 0.40€. Second the technician fixes the failure (2h) and 
third, tests the result (1h). The number of repair events is estimated based on the mean time between failures 
given by data sheets and the number of elements in the scenarios. Given the similar number of elements in 
both scenarios, the costs for these categories are similar.  

The difference between service provisioning and service management is that provisioning deals with new 
customers and service management deals with reconfigurations of existing customers. We have estimated 
that 5% of customers change per year and 10% request modifications of their existing services. The time 
required in both scenarios is depicted below in Table 9. Based on the numbers it can be easily seen that a huge 
difference is in between the two scenarios in these cost items.  

Table 9 Service management and provisioning time  

 Legacy Scenario Alternative Scenario 

Step action time 

line 

cost 

time 

action time  

line 

time 

contact VPN provider call / mail day 1 0:10 website 

access 

day 1 0:00 

negotiate feature/ bandwidth call / mail / visit / contract / 

offer 

day 2 / 3 2:00  day 1 0:00 

sign contract mail, scanned, CRM day 4 0:10  day 1 0:30 

sent device postal delivery day 6 0:00   0:00 

check first mile & network 

connectivity 

system lookup / manual 

planning 

day 3 1:00  day 1 0:00 

check resources at core edge router system lookup / manual 

planning 

day 3 0:20  day 1 0:00 

Configure / documentation       

  network connections  day 7 0:15  day 1 0:00 

  certificates  day 7 0:15  day 1 0:00 
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  bandwidth and CoS settings  day 7 0:15  day 1 0:00 

  core edge router VSI/VRF  day 7 0:15  day 1 0:00 

  monitoring  day 7 0:15  day 1 0:00 

Sum   4:55   0:30 

A major difference, which is not reflected in this study, is the time required performing service changes. 
Overall, for the typical scenario is assumed to require one week after first contact to final delivery (in certain 
cases of reconfiguration it might be faster and reduced to three to four days). In the alternative one, website 
access together with appropriate network interfaces reduce the time to something like half an hour.  

The last two items are network planning and installation costs. Both are assumed to be a fractional cost of the 
investments and set to 7% based on previous studies and expert opinions.  

In total, the following operational costs for the different subcategories and two scenarios were calculated. 

Table 10 Operational costs in both scenarios 2014-2019 

Legacy Scenario 

Process 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Total  

3.1 Continuous cost 

of infrastructure 

€ 37.522  € 37.289  € 38.347  € 38.136  € 38.783  € 39.127  € 229.204  

3.2.1 Maintenance 

and Repair cost 

€ 1.252.349  € 1.247.701  € 1.288.797  € 1.294.390  € 1.334.363  € 1.363.973  € 7.781.573  

3.2.2 Service 

Management 

€ 11.987.657  € 12.595.044  € 13.272.907  € 14.013.085  € 14.773.553  € 15.598.815  € 82.241.059  

3.4 Service 

Provisioning 

€ 8.040.901  € 8.457.721  € 8.969.413  € 9.559.152  € 10.147.518  € 10.814.717  € 55.989.422 

4 Up-front 

planning 

€ 9.108  € 279  € 3.383  € 220  € 3.061  € 2.147  € 18.200  

Total € 21.327.537  € 22.338.034 € 23.572.847  € 

24.904.983  

€ 26.297.278  € 27.818.779  € 

146.259.458  

Alternative Scenario 

Process 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Total  
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3.1 Continuous cost 

of infrastructure 

€ 88.182  € 88.037  € 89.821  € 89.831  € 90.002  € 90.552  € 536.425  

3.2.1 Maintenance 

and Repair cost 

€ 1.240.171  € 1.235.501  € 1.275.370  € 1.279.892  € 1.304.015  € 1.325.469  € 7.660.418  

3.2.2 Service 

Management 

€ 1.637.658  € 1.719.541  € 1.805.518  € 1.895.794  € 1.990.584  € 2.090.113  € 11.139.207  

3.4 Service 

Provisioning 

€ 818.829  € 861.275  € 913.382  € 973.437  € 1.033.352  € 1.101.295  € 5.701.570  

4 Up-front 

planning 

€ 2.756  € 1.323  € 1.308  € 1.043  € 916  € 786  € 8.133  

Total € 3.787.595  € 3.905.677  € 4.085.399  € 4.239.998  € 4.418.870  € 4.608.214  € 25.045.754  

Notably, one can see a huge delta in operational costs (one sixth of the legacy scenario in the alternative 
scenario), which is basically introduced by reducing the costs for service management and provisioning. The 
delta is caused by the huge difference of time required in the processes as shown in Table 9 and multiplied by 
several 10k customer requests per year.   

6.3 Evaluate: Results 
Putting both cost categories together, we end up with the following results: 

Table 11 Total cost in both scenarios 2014-2019 

Legacy Scenario 

Annual Cost 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Total  

CapEx € 12.273.109  € 409.119  € 5.512.533  € 409.552  € 6.515.543  € 5.397.528  € 30.517.385 

OpEx € 21.327.537  € 22.338.034 € 23.572.847  € 

24.904.983  

€ 26.297.278  € 27.818.779  € 

146.259.458  

Total € 

33.600.646  

€ 22.747.153  € 29.085.381  € 25.314.535  € 32.812.821  € 33.216.307  € 

176.776.843 

Alternative Scenario 

Annual Cost 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Total  

CapEx € 3.713.176  € 1.936.519  € 2.131.145  € 1.938.537  € 1.950.787  € 1.976.066  € 13.646.230 
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OpEx € 3.787.595  € 3.905.677  € 4.085.399  € 4.239.998  € 4.418.870  € 4.608.214  € 25.045.754  

Total € 7.500.771  € 5.842.196  € 6.216.544  € 6.178.535  € 6.369.657  € 6.584.280  € 38.691.983 

Looking into the details of the costs, one can sees that the service management and provisioning costs 
dominate the overall distribution. The CapEx costs (processes 1 and 2) are only 17% of the overall costs. 

 

Figure 31 Legacy scenario total CapEx and OpEx distribution 2014-2019 

In contrast, the alternative scenario has more important cost parts. Still service management is the biggest 
process in terms of costs, but infrastructure upgrades (incl. service software development) and maintenance 
and repair costs are in a similar size.  

 

Figure 32 Alternative scenario total CapEx and OpEx distribution 2014-2019 
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To summarize, our study is based on two important assumptions. First we use a modern, legacy IP VPN service 
scenario and exchange it with an alternative SDN-NFV based IP VPN service scenario. Second, the alternative 
approach uses more automation for self-configuration of service functions based on self-developed software. 
The results show a huge benefit for the alternative scenario with an undiscounted total cost gain of 78%.  

6.4 Refine: Sensitivity analysis 
For a sensitivity analysis, there are two obvious factors: prices of software licenses / developments, cost of 
service management and provisioning. Regarding software licenses in the legacy scenario, there are limited 
possibilities. The used list prices for equipment and software licenses were reduced by a common percentage 
based on UNIFY carrier feedback; there would be only limited possibilities for further reduction in practice 
(assuming prices are close to market price). Nonetheless, assuming a further reduction of 50% of the reduced 
prices, one would lower the legacy scenarios cumulated total costs of round about € 11 Mio. On the other side, 
assuming twice as high development costs in the alternative UNIFY scenario, the cost would increase by round 
about € 9 Mio. The second huge impact factor is the service management and provisioning. Assuming that the 
time required performing all the operations for the customers would be reduced by a factor of two in the 
legacy scenario (from 4:55 to 2:27:30), the cumulated total OpEx would be reduced to € 77 Mio compared to € 
146 Mio (€ 69 Mio reduction).Assuming a worst case for the alternative (increase development cost by 100%) 
and a best case for the legacy (additional 50% reduction of the software licenses and 50% reduction in service 
management and provisioning), the result would be € 96 Mio for legacy to € 48 Mio in the alternative UNIFY 
scenario, still a factor of two in between.  Using discounting approaches (e.g. NPV), would further increase the 
delta, because the legacy scenario has higher upfront investments there as the alternative scenario more 
constant investments over time (and discounting investments in later points in time is typically improving 
business cases than earlier investments). 

Another aspect, which we did not take into account in this section, is the decreased chance of failures due to 
increased automation. We refer the interested reader to Annex 4 for a short discussion on this topic. 

6.5 Conclusion 
To conclude, the presented study compared two scenarios where the legacy one deploys and operates a 
modern IP VPN service compared to a SDN-NFV based one. An analysis of required cost items in terms of 
equipment, software licenses and developments as well as an analysis of operational model with processes on 
service management and provisioning, maintenance, planning, etc. has been included. Important input has 
been a developed demand model based on European traffic and customer models, infrastructure models 
based on European incumbent networks, data center cost models as well as a set of common statistical 
parameters (e.g. inflation, exchange rates, and typical wages). The study shows an undiscounted, cumulated 
cost delta between legacy and alternative UNFIY scenario of 78%. Assuming high modifications of important 
input parameters, this could be lower to 50%, but still represents a high delta for theoretical similar services. 
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7 A dynamic pricing algorithm for a network of virtual resources. 

A service chain is a combination of network services (e.g. network address translation (NAT), a firewall, etc.) 
that are interconnected to support an application (e.g. video-on-demand). Building a service chain requires a 
set of specialized hardware devices each of which need to be configured with their own command syntax. By 
moving management functions out of forwarding hardware into controller software, software-defined 
networking (SDN) simplifies provisioning and reconfiguration of service chains. By moving the network 
functions out of dedicated hardware devices into software running on standard x86 servers, network function 
virtualization (NFV) turns the deployment of a service chain into a more (cost)-efficient and flexible process. In 
an SDN/NFV-based architecture, those service chains are composed of virtual network functions (VNFs) that 
need to be mapped to physical network components. In literature, several algorithmic approaches exist to do 
so efficiently and cost-effectively. However, once mapped, a simple revenue model is used for pricing the 
requested substrate resources. This often leads to a loss of revenue for the infrastructure provider. 

In this section of Deliverable D2.3, we propose a more advanced, dynamic pricing algorithm for pricing the 
requested substrate resources. The proposed algorithm increases the infrastructure provider's revenue based 
on historic data, current infrastructure utilization levels and the pricing of competitors. Our experimental 
evaluation shows that the proposed algorithm increases the revenue of the infrastructure provider 
significantly, independent of the average network utilization. 

7.1 Introduction 
Today, building a service chain to support a new application requires specialized hardware devices 
(middleboxes). Each middlebox needs to be configured individually via a vendor-specific syntax leading to 
complex configuration, high chance for error and high operational expenditures. As application loads vary over 
the day and often increase over time, building a service chain means overprovisioning of the devices to support 
the maximum level of demand leading to extra capital expenditures. As service chains are often built to 
support multiple applications, data sometimes passes through unnecessary network devices or servers.  

By using SDN and NFV concepts, the effort and time needed to build a service chain to support a new 
application can be reduced. In a SDN/NFV-approach, a service chain refers to the abstraction used to define 
high-level services in a generic way. The service is described as a Service Graph (SG): a chain of high-level 
Network Functions (NFs) and pre-defined parameters.  

These SGs need to be mapped to the physical infrastructure. As such, an embedding algorithm is needed to 
determine if the NFs and their connections in the SGs can be mapped to the physical infrastructure (virtual 
network embedding, VNE). In literature, several algorithmic approaches exist to solve the VNE problem. We 
refer the interested reader to [42] for a survey of VNE algorithms. Initial studies on placement of VNFs and VNF 
chains in both IP and optical networks are presented in [43], [44], [45], [46], [47], [48] and our own work [49].  

There are however other, related challenges that receive fewer attention. For example, the authors of [50] 
declared that finding advanced economic models for VN pricing, instead of the simple revenue model used in 
the existing literature, is an important research topic that needs further attention. In that field, our work is 
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related to the online pricing literature that deals with instantaneous demand dynamics and the adjustment of 
prices on the spot. Dynamic pricing has become an active field of the revenue management literature, with 
successful realworld applications in industries such as travel, fashion, etc. [51], [52], [53]. Closely related to our 
work, revenue management has also been applied to the field of cloud computing, [54], [55], [56], [57], [58]. 
For cloud providers, unlike other fields, revenue not only depends on the (unknown) number of customers, but 
also on the (unknown) duration of usage. As such, not only arrival rates but also service times are stochastic. In 
those works however, resources are considered as interchangeable. When embedding service graphs, the 
customer will however typically have a set of requirements (e.g. delay, location, etc.) for a network of 
resources. Resources are therefore hardly interchangeable without harming the expected quality-of-service. 
To our knowledge, work in this field is limited. The most related work to ours are [59] in which the negotiation 
process in a multi-domain environment is considered and [60] in which an auction based pricing strategies is 
used. These approaches are however dependent on a specific VNE algorithm, do not take into account the 
pricing strategy of competitors or they wait for a certain time to be able to batch a set of requests. To address 
this challenge, this section of Deliverable D2.3 proposes, a revenue management algorithm that deals with the 
problem of selling networks of virtualized, perishable resources to maximize the expected revenue from a 
population of price sensitive customers. 

The remainder of this section of the deliverable is organized as follows. Section 7.2 introduces the stakeholders 
and provides a detailed description of the problem. In section 7.3, the proposed algorithm is introduced. The 
performance evaluation results are reported and discussed in section 7.4. Finally, section 7.5 concludes this 
section of the deliverable. 

7.2 Problem Description 
A number of stakeholders are involved in the realization of an SDN/NFV-driven architecture for service 
chaining. These roles have been described in section 5.2 and illustrated in .Figure 26.  

Negotiation process. The negotiation process considers the interaction between the SPs, VSIPs and the IPs. 
Their main objective is to maximize their own profit. Over time SPs send service request (Serv. Req.) to the 
VSIPs who try to embed the SG on the virtualized substrate resources of an IP.  

Since provisioning of the SGs may be possible by multiple IPs, the VSIPs can use the competition between 
different IPs to negotiate the best price for a SG. VSIPs will as such use cost information (the prices charged by 
competing IPs) to cost-optimally solve the VNE problem. A service request (Serv. Req.) is sent by the VSIP to 
request for a mapping of a given service chain to the IPs. The request contains information about the amount 
of requested virtual resources and the duration. After receiving a SR, each IP attempts to perform a mapping. If 
the mapping is successful, the IP replies with a mapping proposal (MP) to the VSIP giving details of the mapping 
such as the price. If the mapping fails, the IP sends a mapping failed (MF) message. After receiving a MP, the 
VSIP replies with an accept proposal (AP) to the IP with the best offer and with a reject proposal (RP) to all 
other IPs. The negotiation process is summarized in Figure 33. 
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Figure 33 Overview of the negotiation process 

Objective. Our objective is to maximize the total revenue of the IP from a population of price sensitive 
customers (VSIPs). We therefore propose a revenue management mechanism based on a dynamic pricing 
algorithm. This dynamic pricing algorithm requires a set of inputs. Our assumption is that the IP records 
information about its own substrate resources (e.g. available and total resources, historic data about provided 
services per substrate resource) and about the pricing of its competitors (which can be obtained from public 
sources). We do not assume that the IP has information about the used VNE algorithm by the VSIP, nor about 
the about the state of the competitor's substrate resources. 

7.3 Proposed dynamic pricing algorithm 
The goal of the infrastructure provider is to maximize its profit. One possible way to do so is to increase 
revenue. The infrastructure provider generates revenue by selling virtual resources (which are embedded on 
the physical infrastructure).  

As discussed in the previous section, the customer (VSIP) favors the IP who is able to map the VNR at the 
lowest price. When we assume that n (n Є [1,N]) IPs provide an offer for virtual network request (VNR) v (v Є 
[1,V]) at a price , , the user’s willingness to pay for VNR v ( ) is as such the minimum of the offers of the 
different IPs (Equation 3) with ,  the price of IP n for virtual network request v. 

	 min	 , , , , , , … , ,  

Equation 3 Willingness to pay for a virtual network request 

As already mentioned in the previous section, we assume that the pricing of all other IPs is known for a VNR. 
The lowest price of all competitor is given by Equation 3. 

Determining , . , is typically composed of the units of substrate resource i (i Є [1,I]) demanded by VNR v 
( , ), the price charged per unit of the  substrate resources i ( ) and the duration of the VNR v ( ). 
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, 	 	 , 	 	 	 	  

Equation 4 Static price of a virtual network request 

In static pricing, the parameter of Equation 4 is a constant over time ( , ). In dynamic pricing,  evolves over 
time and as such the price per substrate resource i will be different per VNR ( , ). The goal of this research is 
to find an algorithm to determine ,  in order to increase the total revenue of the infrastructure provider.  

We summarize the used parameters in Table 12 and the proposed dynamic pricing approach in Algorithm 1 and 
detail the algorithm below. 

Table 12 List of parameters and their symbols 
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Algorithm 1 Dynamic pricing algorithm 

Determining , . The general idea of the algorithm is to vary the unit price of individual resources (e.g. 

substrate nodes or substrate links) based on the utilization level of the resource. If the utilization level is low 
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(i.e. ample storage space, computing power or bandwidth available), there will be no constraint to embed 
several virtual network requests as they arrive one after the other.  As such ,  is set at a price below that of 

competitors to attract demand. However, when the utilization level of a resource is high, that resource may 
become constrained. As such, the IP will no longer be able to embed each VNR (e.g. only 9 out of every 10 
VNRs). Therefore, when the utilization level of a substrate resource is high, that resource is protected and only 
those virtual network requests with a relatively high revenue per requested unit of the constrained substrate 
resource are priced attractively (in respect to the competitors prices) while those VNRs that have a relatively 
low revenue per requested unit of the constrained substrate resource are priced at a premium to compensate 
for the potential loss when a more valuable virtual network request would arrive which cannot be embedded 
due to resource shortage. 

Instead of using Equation 4 for determining , the price of the VNR is determined by multiplication of the 
dynamic price of the constrained substrate resource i ( , ) with the number of units requested of the 
constrained resource by VNR v ( , ) and the total duration of the VNR v ( ). However, when  is lower than 

the P_v obtained by applying equation Equation 3, the latter  is used ( Equation 6). 

	 max , , , . 1	 1 , ∀ ∈ 1,  

Equation 5 Dynamic price of a virtual network request 

In this pricing scheme, ,  is dynamic and equal to	 , 	 . , 	  is the revenue per unit 

of substrate resource i for VNR v for the acceptance level a with the maximum expected revenue (E(rev)). The 
level of acceptance refers to the number of VNRs that will be priced at an attractive price. For example, an 
acceptance level of 80% means that 8 out of every 10 VNRs will be priced attractively in respect to the 
competitors price while the other 2 will be priced at a premium (for which, the client will likely choose for a 
competitor unless there is no better option). Equation 6 is used to calculate , 	 . 

, 	 , 	 	 	

,

 

 Equation 6 Determining ,   

Determining a. To determine the acceptance level a with the maximum E(rev), a database composed of 
historic data of all VNRs that have been mapped on substrate resource i is maintained. It contains three data 
fields: (1) the lowest price offered by all competitors for virtual network request v ( ), (2) the duration of 
virtual network request v ( ) and (3) the units requested of substrate resource i in virtual network request v 
( , ). The ratio , , the revenue per unit of substrate resource i for VNR v, is first calculated for each of the 

entries according to Equation 7. 

, 	 	

,

 

Equation 7 The revenue per unit of substrate resource i for VNR v 
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The database is next ordered in ascending order based on this ratio. Once ordered, the acceptance level a with 
the maximum E(rev) can be found based on two factors: (1) the average revenue per unit of substrate resource 
i used at the current level of acceptance ( , ) and (2) the blocking probability of substrate resource i at the 
current level of acceptance ( , , ). 

, 	 1 , , 	 

Equation 8 Expected revenue at acceptance level a 

Once  is determined for all a, the acceptance level a that corresponds with the the maximum E(Rev) is 
chosen from the ordered list and used in Equation 6.   

Determining , . The ordered database is used to calculate , is then determined according to Equation 

9. 

, 	 	

∑

,

1
, 	 ∈ 1, , 	  

Equation 9 Average revenue per unit of resource i at acceptance level a 

Determining , , . To calculate , , , the virtual network requests arriving at a substrate resource are 

modeled as a M/M/c/K queuing system (Kendall's notation). This is a queuing system that needs to satisfy the 
conditions that arrivals form a single queue and arrive according to a Poisson process (M, memoryless), that 
service times are exponentially distributed (second M), that there are c servers which serve from the front of 
the queue and a buffer capacity of K (including those in service). In an M/M/c/K queue only K customers can 
queue at any one time (including those in service). Any further arrivals to the queue are considered lost for 
service. In this case, a substrate resource is either able to map a virtual network request or not. As such, the 
buffer size K is zero (c = K, M/M/c/c). The Erlang B formula (also known as the Erlang loss formula), can be 
used to calculate the blocking probability that describes the probability of losses for a group of identical 
parallel resources (Equation 10). In Equation 10, ,  is the number of servers available for substrate resource i 

at acceptance level a and E is the systems ingress load in erlang which is calculated as the mean arrival rate λ 
of substrate resource i at acceptance level a ( , ) multiplied by the mean service time of substrate resource i 

( ). 

, ,

,

, !

∑ !
,

 

Equation 10 Blocking probability of substrate resource i at acceptance level a 

,  is calculated by multiplying the historic arrival rate (the number of virtual network requests that arrive per 

time unit) with the acceptance level a.  is calculated as the mean service time of all virtual network requests 
that are mapped and use substrate resource i. To estimate , , the ordered database of historic data which is 
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maintained per substrate resource is used in combination with the units available of the substrate resource i 
considered (A_i). , 	can be calculated via Equation 11. 

, 	 	
∑

1
, 	 ∈ 1, , 	  

Equation 11 Number of servers 

Once ,  is known, , ,  can be determined via Equation 10. Once , 	 and , ,  are known, E( ) can be 

calculated via Equation 8, etc. 

Multiple constrained resources. When using the algorithm described above to price a VNR, multiple resources 
may be constrained instead of just one. When multiple resources are constrained, the overall acceptance level 
A will be lower than the acceptance level of each individual constrained substrate resource i ( ). As a result, 
fewer VNRs will be attracted than initially hoped. To mitigate that risk, is scaled by using Algorithm 2. 

 

Algorithm 2 Scale availability 

7.4 Performance evaluation 
The focus of our evaluations is on quantifying the benefit of the revenue management algorithm in terms of 
total revenue. To ensure a fair comparison we model two identical IPs (i.e. same network topology and 
substrate capacity) who compete against each other. The first IP uses the dynamic pricing algorithm (Equation 
5) while the second uses a static pricing algorithm (Equation 4). 

7.4.1 Simulation setup 
We compare different simulation setups: (1) different interarrival rates ) and (2) different capacity requested 

per virtual node and link. The scenarios are summarized in Table 13. Each setup is simulated for 20,000 VNR 
arrivals. In the dynamic pricing algorithm, a discount ∆ of 5% is given (Equation 5). 
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Table 13 Overview of the simulation input parameters 

Scenario Substrate node 
capacity 

Virtual node 
capacity 

Substrate link 
capacity 

Virtual link 
capacity 

1/λ 

1 100-200 10-20 200-400 16-40 1 

2 100-200 10-20 200-400 16-40 2 

3 100-200 10-20 200-400 16-40 3 

4 100-200 10-20 200-400 16-40 5 

5 100-200 25-50 200-400 40-100 1 

6 100-200 25-50 200-400 40-100 2 

7 100-200 25-50 200-400 40-100 3 

8 100-200 25-50 200-400 40-100 5 

Physical network. The physical infrastructure is modeled as an undirected graph. The infrastructure consists of 
nodes connected via links. Each node has certain capacity in terms of computation, memory and/or storage, 
each link has a certain capacity in terms of bandwidth and has a certain delay. The substrate network used in 
the simulations has 25 nodes and 75 links. The minimum and maximum capacity (e.g. available storage 
capacity) of each substrate node and link is given in Table 13. 

Service request. Each service request is represented as a directed graph to support the dependency between 
elementary NFs. The NFs in are represented as nodes connected via directed links in the graph. Each NF has 
certain requirements in terms of computation, memory and/or storage and links connecting different NFs 
should meet certain requirement in terms of maximum allowed delay and bandwidth. The virtual networks 
used in the simulation have a maximum of 7 nodes and 12 links. The minimum and maximum capacity of each 
virtual node and link is given in Table 13. 

Virtual network embedding algorithm. The VNE algorithm is an implementation of a link-based multi-
commodity flow formulation of the one-shot virtual network embedding [63] in CPLEX 12.6. 

Negotiation process. The VNRs are awarded to the IP according to the negotiation process depicted in Figure 33 
(we assume 2 IPs). The result of the negotiation process is classified in 5 categories: (1) F, the VNR cannot be 
mapped to either IP, (2) M1, only the first IP is able to map the request, (3) M2, only the second IP is able to map 
the request, (4) P1, both IPs are able to map and IP 1 has the best offer and (5) P2, both IPs are able to map and 
IP 2 has the best offer. 

7.4.2 Results 
We report the embedding results for each of the scenarios in Table 14. As can be expected, when demand for 
substrate resources is high, e.g. due to a high interarrival time or/and VNRs that demand a large share of the 
substrate resources, the number of failed mappings is large and vice versa. Also, the number of VNRs that are 
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won by the first provider by undercutting the competitor's price (P1) decrease when demand is high until both 
are more or less equal for very high levels of demand (e.g. simulation 5). This can be understood as (1) only very 
few requests can be mapped on the substrate network of both IPs and (2) the VNRs that receive a discount 
from IP 1 will be limited to those VNRs that have a high payoff per unit of the constrained resource. 

Table 14 Embedding results for each simulation setup 

Simulation M1 M2 P1 P2 F Total IP1 Total IP2 

1 15% 22% 13% 10% 40% 28% 32% 

2 2% 26% 44% 18% 10% 46% 44% 

3 0% 17% 68% 13% 2% 68% 30% 

4 0% 7% 83% 9% 0% 83% 17% 

5 9% 9% 1% 1% 80% 10% 10% 

6 13% 17% 8% 4% 59% 21% 20% 

7 15% 23% 13% 4% 44% 29% 27% 

8 5% 28% 45% 13% 9% 50% 41% 

When we focus on the total number of VNRs that each IP has obtained (its market share) it is clear that when 
demand is relatively slow (e.g. simulation 4), the first provider obtains the highest market share and also the 
highest total revenue, average node utilization and link utilization (Figure 34). This is reached by systematically 
undercutting the price of its competitors for those VNRs that are considered as valuable. It is however less 
obvious that IP1 is able to reach a higher total revenue than IP2 when its market share is lower (e.g. simulation 
1). To clarify this we need to take into account the node and link utilization rates. These are higher even though 
the market share of the first IP is lower. The proposed revenue management model is able to obtain this result 
by pricing VNRs that have a high revenue per unit of the constrained substrate resources lower than its 
competitors while demanding a premium for those VNRs that have a low revenue per unit of the constrained 
substrate resources (Equation 5). The impact of this decision is further clarified in Table 14 which presents the 
average revenue per VNR for each embedding result (100% represents the highest obtained average revenue 
for a particular simulatio, the other percentages are relative to the highest obtained average revenue). By 
focusing on high value requests, the IP is able to increase its revenue per VNR. To do so, the IP needs to use its 
constrained resources optimally (certain substrate nodes and links) and at the same time reach a higher 
utilization rate for those resources that have a lower demand (e.g. substrate nodes with ample capacity). 
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Figure 34 Total revenue, average node and link utilization per simulation and per provider. 

Table 15 Comparison of average revenue per VNR 

Simulation Average revenue P1 Average revenue 
P2 

Average revenue M1 Average revenue 
M2 

1 93% 50% 100% 100% 

2 98% 60% 100% 99% 

3 100% 62% 96% 98% 

4 100% 62% 98% 99% 

5 100% 65% 99% 89% 

6 92% 64% 99% 89% 

7 97% 70% 100% 95% 

8 100% 72% - 72% 

7.5 Conclusions 
We have proposed an overarching SDN/NFV architecture which can be used to realize SGs of reusable network 
functions on a virtualized physical infrastructure owned by an infrastructure provider (IP). By mapping the 
most relevant ecosystem roles to the overarching SDN/NFV architecture, we illustrated the importance of 
revenue management models for the IP. 
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The revenue management model proposed in this section of Deliverable D2.3 has as goal to increase the total 
revenue of the IP. This goal is reached by a two-fold strategy. First, when demand is slow (low utilization), VNRs 
are attracted by underpricing competitors (via applying a discount). Second, when demand is strong, high value 
VNRs receive an offer that undercuts the price of competitors while low value VNRs are only embedded if a 
premium is paid. The value of a VNR is determined by those substrate resources that have a low amount of 
available capacity (constrained resources). The total value of the VNR divided by the units requested of the 
requested constrained resource determines the value of a VNR. By comparing that value against historic data, 
the VNR is classified as low or high value. The proposed algorithm carefully balances the extra revenue that can 
be gained by attracting high value VNRs versus the potential loss of a low value VNR to reach a higher total and 
average revenue for the IP. The algorithm has been validated via simulations and shows a clear improvement 
in terms of total revenue and average revenue per VNR. 

In this work, the competitor's price is considered static over time. In future work, we will consider scenarios in 
which the competitor itself applies more advanced revenue management models. 
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8 Summary 

In this deliverable, D2.3, we summarized the results of the qualitative and quantitative analyses that were 
conducted in order to validate the economic viability of the proposed technical solution.  

The deliverable introduces the reader to the challenges that a network operator faces such as networks that 
are complex to operate, expensive to build and unflexible when a new service has to be added. The technical 
solution proposed by the UNIFY consortium tries to resolve these challenges. So far, economic validation of 
such solution is lacking. 

We therefor conducted a qualitative ecosystem analysis. Based on that analysis we proposed guidelines to 
improve the interaction between standards development organizations (SDOs), Industry Fora (IF) and Open 
Source Software (OSS) communities. We also provide a quantitative analysis for both cost as well as revenue 
aspects. The cost analysis shows that significant gains can be obtained in both CapEx and OpEx. In particular for 
those processes that are involved with service provisioning and management. The revenue management 
analysis showed that an infrastructure provider can maximize its revenue by using a dynamic pricing 
algorithm. 
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Annex 1 Introduction to telecommunication networks and their evolution 

The Internet is a global collection of interconnected networks linking together billions of devices which has as 
goal to carry information resources and services. The logical structure of the Internet is summarized in Figure 
35. 

Most end users, those who consume Internet services, have a home (or small company) network deployed that 
consists of a limited number of desktop computers, VoIP handsets, tv sets, etc. which are interconnected via a 
wired or wireless local area network (LAN) which is connected to the other networks of the Internet via a 
router which sits at the border of the home network and the access network.  

The home network is connected by the access network to the backbone network. The access network is often 
referred to as the last mile as it spans a couple of kilometers, exists of a combination of carriers (copper 
cabling, coax cabling, optical fibre, air) and typically has a tree structure. 

The aggregation network (also called metro network, as in Figure 35) interconnects several access networks 
via a star, ring or meshed topology. They consist of tens of nodes typically interconnected by optical fiber and 
aggregate all traffic from access networks towards core networks. Traditionally, in the aggregation network, 
circuit-switching technology has been used. As traffic often originates from an IP-enabled end-host and is 
packet-based, which gives opportunities for statistical multiplexing, operators of aggregation networks also 
consider to use packet-switched technologies for this purpose. Many Internet Service Providers (ISPs) such as 
Telecom Italia (TI), Deutsche Telekom (DT) and Cosmote (OTE) own both the access and aggregation networks 
and use these transport networks to offer X-play (e.g. triple play, quadruple play) services. 

The core network (sometimes refered to as the backbone network) forms the core of the Internet network to 
which the aggregation nodes are interconnected. It consists of about 40,000 autonomous systems11 (AS) or 
domains. These networks, that transport the bulk of Internet traffic, are based on optical transport 
technologies and consist of high bandwidth pipes responsible for transporting huge traffic volumes over large 
distances (e.g. a submarine optical cable crossing the Atlantic Ocean). These ASs are interconnected via a large 
meshed topology and are structured in ‘tier levels’. A limited number of ISPs are considered tier 1 ISPs. These 
tier 1 ISPs own the infrastructure that form the backbone networks of the Internet. Tier 1 ISPs are 
interconnected with other tier 1 ISP and to Internet exchange12 (IX) points. The typical characteristic of Tier 1 
network is that they can reach every other network on the Internet without paying Internet transit13. Tier 2 
networks peer with Tier 1 networks to get access to all networks. They are at least one router hop away from 
the core of the Internet. Tier 3 networks are several router hops away from the core and peer with tier 1 and 2 
ISPs. 

                                                                  
11 A collection of connected Internet Protocol (IP) routing prefixes under the control of one or more network operators 
who presents a common, and expectedly consistent routing policy to the internet. 
12 Internet exchange points are based around the world and facilitate the exchange of traffic. 
13 Internet transit is the service of allowing network traffic to cross a network. 
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Figure 35 Home, access, metro, core and content delivery network 

Until around 2007, Internet inter-AS traffic was dominated by ten to twelve large transit providers 
interconnecting thousands of tier-2, regional providers, consumer networks and content/hosting companies 
[1].  Today, large over-the-top14 (OTT) content providers such as Google and Microsoft operate their own 
content distribution networks15 (CDN) while more recent OTT players such as Facebook and Netflix use the 
services of independent content distribution networks such as Akamai until they decide to operate their own 
CDNs. These OTT content providers are typically directly connected to several ISPs. It is advantageous for CDNs 
to peer with ISPs because peering directly with an ISP, where a customer’s located, provides better throughput, 
higher reliability and lower network latency. For the ISPs, during large request events, having direct 
connectivity to multiple networks wher the content is hosted allows an ISP to spread its traffic across multiple 
transit links thereby lowering its transit costs. At the same time, the ISP is able to provide its customers with 
good performance for a particular service.  

To realize the abundance of services, current telecommunication networks are comprised of diverse network 
functions (NFs) realized in specialized hardware (middleboxes such as load balancers, firewalls, intrusion 
detection systems, mobility gateways, etc.). These network functions are connected in a specific way in order 
to achieve the desired overall functionality or service that the network is designed to provide. Current network 
services are defined by statically combining network functions in a way that can be expressed using an NF 
Forwarding Graph.  

We clarify the NF FG concept further via an example that uses the Evolved Packet System (EPS). This mobile 
network architecture is highly optimized and allows network operators to deliver a diverse range of services 
through secure communications with quality of service guarantees and seamless mobility support to a large 
numbers of subscribers. The EPS forms the foundation for the fourth generation (4G) of mobile networks. It 
                                                                  
14 Over-the-top refers to delivery of content (audio, video and other media) over the Internet without the ISP being in 
control of the distribution of the content.  
15 A CDN is an overlay network of (geographically disperate) web caches. Non networked CDNs such as Google and Akamai 
typically place their servers in other ASs or ISPs. Large content providers such as google (e.g. YouTube) may also 
interconnect the servers with their own global backbone network. 
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consists of the evolved packet core (EPC), standardized by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), and 
the evolved Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) terrestrial radio access network (E-UTRAN). 
The key functional elements involved in typical EPS operations such as music streaming, a voice call or online 
access to a website are illustrated in Figure 36. The traffic from the user equipment (UE) is directed from the 
attached eNB to the serving gateway (SGW) to the packet data network (PDN) gateway (PGW) and onwards to 
the corresponding PDN. Figure 36 illustrates that the SGW and PGW are user plane elements while the mobility 
management entity (MME), the home subscriber server (HSS) and the policy control and charging rules 
function (PCRF) are control plane elements. In this example, an IP/Ethernet-based transport network 
interconnects eNBs with the SGW, PGW and neighbouring eNBs. In the EPC, examples of NFs are MME, HSS, 
PCRF, SGW and PGW.  

 

 

Figure 36 Evolved Packet System. 

The fundamental design goal of the Internet was multiplexed utilization of existing interconnected networks. 
There are two fundamental challenges to this goal: (1) shared use of a single communication channel and (2) 
the interconnection of existing networks.  

The first challenge was conquered by using statistical multiplexing or packet switching. In packet switching, the 
information for forwarding traffic is contained in the destination address of every datagram or packet (similar 
to sending a letter). Many senders can send over the same network at the same time, effectively sharing the 
resources in the network. Contrarty to circuit switching, there is no state established ahead of time and there 
are few guarantees made about the level of service that the network provides (best effort). An advantage of 
statistical multiplexing of the links and the network, means that the sender never gets a busy signal (in 
contrast to the phone network which uses circuit switching). Disadvantages of packet switching are variable 
delay and the potential for dropped data packets. Circuit switching provides resource control, better 
accounting and reservation of resources and the ability to pin paths between a sender and a receiver.  

The second design challenge was solved by design of the narrow waist to solve the problem of interconnecting 
networks and to hide the underlying technology of interconnection from applications. From a technological 
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point of view, the Internet is structured according to the layered TCP/IP model, containing five layers depicted 
in Figure 37.  

 

Figure 37 Technologies within the TCP/IP layering 

In this (theoretical) model, every lower layer in the model provides service to a higher layer. At the center layer 
(the network layer), is an interconnection protocol, implemented by the Internet Protocol (IP). To connect to 
the Internet, a device must implement the IP stack. The network layer guarantees end to end connection-less 
connectivity16. Thus, if a host has an IP address, then the network layer provides the guarantee that a packet 
with that host destination address should reach the destination with the corresponding address (with best 
effort). This core function of IP is reached by providing the following services to higher layers: (1) connection-
less connectivity between end-hosts (packet-based messaging), (2) node addressing and address aggregation 
of end-hosts and intermediate nodes, and (3) efficient message forwarding and path determination (routing) 
between source and destination nodes via intermediate gateways or routers. 

On top of the network layer sits the transport layer. The transport layer includes protocols like Transmission 
Control Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP). Transport layer protocols provide various 
guarantees to the application layer including port numbers for addressing different functions at the source and 
destination of the datagram, checksums for data integrity, reliable transmission, flow control, congestion 
control, etc. The application layer includes many protocols that various Internet applications use such as the 
hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) and the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) allowing typical Internet 
services and applications such as web-browsing and e-mail. 

Below the network layer, the (data-) link layer provides point to point connectivity, or connectivity on a LAN. 
Ethernet is a link layer protocol. Below the datalink layer, the physical layer ensures transmission of the data 
over a given medium via protocols such as Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH). 

Communication networks do not only transport end-user data, but also need to exchange control-related data 
and implement related functionality to guarantee that the network operates as designed. The key 
functionalities of a network are typically dividen into three planes: 

                                                                  
16 A connection-oriented protocol is one where a logical connection is first established between devices prior to data being 
sent. In a connectionless protocol, data is just sent without a prior connection being established between devices and the 
source does not attempt to monitor whether data is delivered to the destination. 
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 Data plane: all functionality that relates to the transmission of end-user data (payload) in the network, 
the data plane carries out the commands of the control plane. 

 Control plane: all functionality that is responsible for the correct configuration of the data plane, the 
control plane is responsible for the exchange of status information such as host reachability with 
neighbors (discovery function), it decides how the data must be forwarded in the network (routing 
function) and performs the reservation (path setup) and release (path breakdown) of required 
resources. 

 Management plane: some management related operations are not considered as control functionality, 
the management plane provides the interface to the network operator and allows further 
configuration and monitoring. 

For further clarification, the control and data planes of a router are illustrated in Figure 38. The control plane is 
the brain of the router and consists of routing protocols, such as OSPF (open shortest path first), BGP (boarder 
gateway protocol), IS-IS (intermediate system to intermediate system) and several other protocols such as 
IGMP (Internet group management protocol), ICMP (Internet control message protocol) and so on. The control 
plane also containts the RIB (routing information base). This is the routing table where all IP routing 
information is stored. The RIB is updated when a routing protocol learns a new route or when a destination 
becomes unreachable. The RIB may also contain routes which are added by an administrator (static routes) as 
well as back-up routes to the same destination. Between the control and data plane, a communication channel 
(or interface) is used to insert routes from the RIB into the data plane’s FIB (forwading information base). The 
data plane is responsible for packet buffering, packet scheduling, header modification and forwarding. Next to 
the FIB, it consists of a number of ports which are used for the reception and transmission of packets. 

The control plane typically runs on low-end CPU (central processing unit). In contrast, the data plane uses 
special-purpose high speed lookup memory (such as Ternary Content Adressable Memory, TCAM) to store 
entries. As such processing of packets is slower in the control than in the data plane.  

This approach has two disadvantages. First, the communication channel between the data and control plane in 
commercial routers is a proprietary and closed implementation. As such the evolution of both data and control 
plane are closely tied together. Second, special-purpose hardware such as TCAMs are costly and have high 
power consumption. 
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Figure 38 Basic router design 
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Annex 2 Ecosystem analysis: Survey on the techno-economic impacts of SDN & 
NFV on Telecommunications and ICT 

Context and objective 

Software-Defined Network (SDN) and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) paradigms are just two facets of 
an overall systemic transformation of telecommunications and ICT, called softwarization (other expressions of 
this trend are cloud-edge computing and networking, etc). The introduction of virtualization technologies is 
transforming the telecom network infrastructure onto an agile production environment for communication 
services. The Service Provider DevOps (SP DevOps) movement has as goal to bring agility to operational 
processes via simplification and automation of management processes for a software-defined infrastructure. 

Software-hardware decoupling, resource virtualization and agile workflows will pave the way towards future 
infrastructures, deeply integrating cloud, network and terminals (e.g., intelligent machines, devices and smart 
things), literally “UNIFYing” the resources of the telecommunications-ICT production environment.  

The objective of this survey is gathering the opinions of telecommunications- and ICT experts about the key 
drivers behind SDN, NFV & SP DevOps and the main socio-economic impacts on the related ecosystems (e.g., in 
terms of the emergence of new roles and players, the tangible- and intangible relationships existing among the 
players and the impact on the value network).  

Methodology of the survey 

The survey consists of 11 questions related to key drivers behind SDN, NFV & SP DevOps and the main socio-
economic impacts determined by “softwarization”. In particular, per each answer it is requested to express a 
statement in terms of certainty and importance:  

 Certainty expresses the probability that the proposed change will happen in the proposed time frame 
(1 no probability, 2 low probability, 3 medium probability, ,4 high probability, 5 very high probability, 6 I 
don’t know) ; 

 Importance expresses the relevance in terms of of impact that the proposed driver will effect on the 
ecosystem (1 no impact, 2 small impact on the ecosystem structure, .3 medium impact, 4 high impact, 5 
very high impact on the ecosystem structure, 6 I don’t know).  

Reference frame: 5 years 

Key Drivers behind SDN, NFV & SP DevOps 

Eventhough SDN- and NFV basic principles are well-known and experimentally demonstrated since a few 
decades (active- and programmable networks), only recently these paradigms are becoming competitive (e.g., 
from the performances perspective) and sustainable (e.g., from the economic viewpoint) against legacy 
networks.  
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1. In the following a number of technology trajectories are listed as the most relevant key drivers behind 
SDN, NFV and SP DevOps? Please provide per each driver your rank in terms of certainty/ importance 
(see instruction in paragraph 1.2) 

 pervasive diffusion of ultra-broadband (fixed and mobile); 

Certainty Importance 

  

 IT hardware increase of performance (at lowering costs); 

certainty Importance 

  

 growing availability of Open Source SW; 

certainty Importance 

  

 more and more advanced terminals; 

certainty Importance 

  

 others (please specify the most important) :. 

Certainty Importance  

  

 I don’t know 

  

  

2. Which enablers are key to UNIFY the resources of the telecommunications-ICT production 
information: 

 Software-defined network 

Certainty Importance 

  

 NFV  

Certainty Importance 

  

 SP DevOps 

Certainty Importance 

  

 others (please specify the most important) :.......................... 

Certainty Importance 
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 None of these 

Certainty Importance 

  

 I don’t know: ………….. 

 

Impacts on telecommunications and ICT ecosystems 

SDN, & NFV will lower the “thresholds” for new players to enter the telecommunications and ICT markets, as 
less investments will be required: will this determine an orientation of the business towards OpEx-centric 
models, creating new roles, relationships and changes in the value networks?  

3. Which is the most probable innovation approach for exploiting SDN and NFV? Please provide per each 
option your rank in terms of certainty/ importance (see instruction in paragraph 1.2)  

 Two parallel innovation cycles: one slow (Red Ocean) for a gradual introduction of SDN and NFV into 
legacy, another one fast (Blue Ocean) addressing a potentially disruptive exploitation of SDN and NFV 
(green-field and software-centric islands); 

certainty Importance 

  

 Just one innovation cycle (Red Ocean) addressing a gradual introduction of SDN and NFV into legacy; 

certainty Importance 

  

 Just one innovation cycle (Blues Ocean) addressing a disruptive introduction of SDN and NFV;  

certainty Importance 

  

 I don’t know. 

 

4. Will Softwarization transform current “communications” services into commodity? 

 No; 

 Yes; 

 I don’t know. 

3.1 If yes please provide you opinion in terms of certainty/importance degree (see methodology) 

certainty Importance 

  

5. Will Softwarization enable new service paradigms, such as “immersive communications”, “anything as 
a service”: 
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 No; 

 Yes; 

 I don’t know. 

4.1 If yes please provide you opinion in terms of certainty/importance degree (see methodology) 

certainty Importance 

  

 

6. Will Softwarization create new business roles for network operators ? 

 No; 

 Yes;  

 I don’t know. 

 

7. If you answered yes to question 6 which new business roles do you see for network operators in the 
next five years? For the one/ones you selected please provide you opinion in terms of 
certainty/importance degree (see methodology) 

 Infrastructure Providers – IP (offering real/virtual network/IT infrastructure resources) – CapEx 
centric business 

Certainty Importance 

  

 Service Enablers - SE (renting infrastructure real/virtual network/IT resources from IP and offering 
the enabling services to Application Providers) - OPEX centric business 

certainty Importance 

  

 Service provider SP - OPEX centric business 

certainty Importance 

  

 others (please specify) :.......................... 

certainty Importance 

  

 I don’t know:……………. 
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8. Will softwarization determine the need for telecommunications equipment suppliers to change the 
business strategies ? 

 No; 

 Yes;  

 I don’t know. 

 

9. If you answered yes to question 8, which one/ones of the listed positioning paths do you consider the 
most viable? For the one/ones you selected please provide you opinion in terms of 
certainty/importance degree (see methodology) 

 Telecoms equipment suppliers decide to reposition as principally software supply companies with a 
significant shift in business model 

certainty Importance 

  

 A degree of merging in the supply of telecoms hardware between traditional telecoms equipment 
suppliers and IT equipment suppliers; 

certainty Importance 

  

 others (please specify) :.......................... 

certainty Importance 

  

 I don’t know:………………. 

 

10. SDN, NFV and SP DevOps is attracting several IT suppliers to enter in the networking equipment 
market creating favorable conditions to new form of competition with traditional telecommunications 
suppliers. Which new competitors do you mind will enter in the vendor competitive arena? For the 
one/ones you selected please provide you opinion in terms of certainty/importance degree (see 
methodology) 

 Start-ups specialized in offering innovative network and service software platforms 

certainty Importance 

  

 Large enterprise operating in contiguous domain 

certainty Importance 

  

 others (please specify) :.......................... 
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certainty Importance 

  

 I don’t know 

 

11. As said before SDN, NFV and SP DevOps will lower the “thresholds” for new players to enter the 
telecommunications and ICT markets, as less investments will be required. Looking at the overam 
teco/ICT competitive arena, which players do you mind are the major candidate to enter in the arena?. 
For the one/ones you selected please provide you opinion in terms of certainty/importance degree 
(see methodology) 

 

 Municipalities offering ICT services “for free” 

certainty Importance 

  

 Consumers electrics providers (as edge networks and service providers) 

certainty Importance 

  

 OTTs as MVNO  

certainty Importance 

  

 Large IT company operating in contiguous domain 

certainty Importance 

  

 others (please specify) :.......................... 

certainty Importance 

  

 I don’t know 
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Annex 3 Data center cost model 

The UNIFY proposal realizes the IP VPN functionality in network functions (software) which are deployed on a 
Virtual Machine (VM) running in standard x86 hardware installed in large datacenters. 

These large datacenters are quite different from traditional hosting facilities and can hardly be seen as a 
collection of co-located servers. In addition to the servers, large portions of hardware and software resources 
need to work in concert to efficiently deliver good levels of Internet service performance. These servers may 
be shared among thousands of active users (and many more inactive ones), resulting in better utilization and a 
low cost per user. Similarly the computation itself may become cheaper in a shared service (e.g. a shared file 
can be stored once rather than many times). In addition, servers and storage in a datacenter can be easier to 
manage than the desktop or laptop equivalent because they are under control of a single, knowledgeable 
entity [66]. These types of large scale data centers have distinct features from traditional datacenters that 
host a large number of relatively small- or medium-sized applications each running on a dedicated hardware 
infrastructure. Traditional datacenters host dedicated hardware and software for a specific service (e.g. an IP 
VPN service) and tend not to communicate with each other (at all). Companies such as Google, Amazon, 
Facebook and Microsoft refer to non-traditional large scale data centers as warehouse-scale computers (WSC) 
because they use a relatively homogeneous hardware and system software platform, share a common systems 
management layer and are owned by a single company which (often) develops much of the software in-house 
compared to the third-party software applications used in conventional datacenters. Most importantly, WSC 
run a smaller number of (very) large applications and the common resource management infrastructure 
allows significant deployment flexibility17.The objective of this section is to estimate the cost of running a 
server in a WSC. Our assumptions are based on [66]18. 

The general architecture of a datacenter consists of a set of low-end servers typically with a size of one rack 
unit (RU). These are mounted within a rack (a typical rack is 42 RU high) and interconnected using a local 
Ethernet switch. These rack-level switches, typically use 1-, 10- or 100- Gbps links, have a number of uplink 
connections to datacenter-level Ethernet switches. Disk drives or Flash drives are connected directly to each 
individual server or they are attached directly to the cluster-level switching fabric. The computing, storage and 
networking infrastructure is stored in a building (or buildings) that needs to supply the utilities needed by the 
housed equipment and personnel: power, cooling, shelter and security.  

The design of a datacenter is often classified as belonging to Tier I-IV based on the power distribution, 
uninterruptible power supply (UPS), cooling delivery and redundancy of the datacenter: 

                                                                  
17 Arguably, internet service providers run many applications, like a regular datacenter in contrast to OTT service providers 
such as Google, Amazon, Facebook and Microsoft which run a limited set of very large applications (e.g. Amazon Web 
Services, Google Mail, etc.). However as seen by the service provider, all of these applications are VMs and they access 
large, common services such as storage, load balancing, etc. 
18 The authors of [66] aim at, at least 99.99% uptime (“four nines”) while the telecom sector typically aims at 99.999% 
uptime (“five nines”). Consequently, the estimated costs may be an underestimation as increasing reliability comes at a 
(potentially high) cost. 
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 Tier I datacenters have a single path for power distribution, UPS, and cooling distribution, without 
redundant components. 

 Tier II adds redundant components to this design (N + 1), improving availability (99.7% availability) 
 Tier III datacenters have one active and one alternate distribution path for utilities. Each path has 

redundant components and are concurrently maintainable, that is, they provide redundancy even 
during maintenance (99.98% availability) 

 Tier IV datacenters have two simultaneously active power and cooling distribution paths, redundant 
components in each path, and are supposed to tolerate any single equipment failure without impacting 
the load. (99.995% availability) 

Most commercial datacenters fall somewhere between tiers III and IV, choosing a balance between 
construction cost and reliability [66]. 

Power usage effectiveness (PUE) reflects the quality of the datacenter building infrastructure itself and 
captures the ratio of total building power to IT power19. An EPA survey of over 100 datacenters reported an 
average PUE value of 1.91, a 2012 Uptime Institute survey of over 1100 datacenters reported an average PUE 
between 1.8 and 1.89. Very large operators (Google, Microsoft, Yahoo!, Facebook and eBay) report PUE results 
below 1.2.  

The cost of a server operating in a data center can best be determined by taking into the total cost of 
ownership (TCO). This consists of CapEx20 (expressed as depreciation costs) and OpEx21: 

TCO (data center) = datacenter depreciation + datacenter OpEx + server depreciation + server OpEx 

Equation 12 Total Cost of Ownership for a data center 

The first cost is the cost of construction (expressed as datacenter depreciation) of the datacenter building. 
This cost is expressed as a cost per critical Watt22. The cost of construction varies widely depending on factors 
such as location, size, desired speed of construction, level of reliability and redundancy, etc. As a rule of thumb, 
most large datacenters cost around $7.5-$12.56 (Table 16) to build. Smaller datacenters cost more because 
fixed costs cannot be amortized over many watts). Very large datacenters may however also be expensive as 
additional infrastructure such as electrical substations are needed. Typically, approximately 80% of total 
construction cost goes toward power and cooling, and the remaining 20% toward the general building and site 
construction [66].  

Datacenters are typically amortized over periods of 10 to 15 years via straight line depreciations where the 
value of the asset declines by a fixed amount each month. For example, if we depreciate a $10/Watt datacenter 

                                                                  
19 The power consumed by the actual computing and network equipment, etc. Sometimes IT power is also referred to as 
“critical power”. Critical power is defined as the peak power level that can be provisioned to IT equipment. 
20 CapEx refers to the investments that must be made upfront and that are then depreciated over a certain time frame; 
examples are the construction cost of a datacenter or the purchase price of a server 
21 OpEx refers to the recurring costs of actually running the equipment, excluding depreciation: electricity costs, repairs 
and maintenance, salaries of on-site personnel, and so on. 
22 Characterizing costs in terms of dollars per watt makes sense for larger datacenters (where size-independent fixed 
costs are a relatively small fraction of overall costs) because all of the datacenter’s primary components – power, cooling 
and space- roughly scale linearly with Watts [66]. 
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over 10 years, the depreciation cost is $0.08/W per month. In addition, if a loan needs to be financed, the 
cumulative interest paid should be added to the capital. Typical interest rates vary over time, but many 
companies will pay interest in the 7-12% range [66]. 

Server costs are calculated similarly but have a shorter lifetime. They are typically depreciated over 3-4 years. 

Datacenter OpEx depends heavily on operational standards (e.g. how often is equipment maintained, how 
many security guards are on duty, etc.) as well as on the datacenter’s size (fixed costs are amortized better in 
larger datacenters), the geographic location (climate, taxes, salary levels, etc.) and on the datacenter design 
and age. Typical operational costs for multi-MW datacenter range from $0.02 to $0.08/W per month excluding 
the actual electricity costs [66].  

Server OpEx depends on server type and maintenance standards (e.g. four-hour response time vs. two 
business days). Also the cost of applications, that is, software licenses and the cost of system administrators, 
database administrators, and network engineers, and so on. The costs are excluded because we focus on the 
cost of running the physical infrastructure23. 

Table 16 A range of typical datacenter construction costs, expressed in dollars per watt of usable critical power 

Cost per 
critical 
Watt ($) 

Cost 
(million 
$) 

Megawatt Source 

11.23 204 18.2 Dupont Fabros 2011 10 K report [71] includes financial information 
suggesting the following costs for three of its more recent facilities 
(built in 2010 and 2011)24. 

8.94 16 13.0 

12.56 229 18.2 

9.85 130 13.2  Microsoft’s investment in a capacity expansion to its data center in 
Ireland  

7.50 210 28 Facebook reported investment at its Prineville data center 

 

Given the large number of variables involved, we illustrate the range of cost factors by looking at a case study. 
We consider a Tier 3 large scale datacenter (a multi-megawatt facility), fully populated with high-end volume 
rack-mountable server product.  

 The chosen server is a Dell PowerEdge R630 (latest generation). This server draws 500W at peak and 
costs approximately €6,766.08 (original price 10572, reduction included). 

 The cost of electricity is the 2015 average EU-28 industrial rate of €0.12/Kwh [75] 
 The cost of datacenter construction is €8.9/W amortized over 12 years 
 Datacenter OpEx is €0.04/W per month 

                                                                  
23 Also because application costs vary greatly depending on the situation. It is commonly assumed that large-scale 
applications require less administration, scaling to perhaps 1,000 servers per administrator. In small corporate 
environments a single sys admin may however be responsible for a few tens of servers leading to a substantial per-
machine annual cost. 
24 P 39 for critical load and p 76 for cost 
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 The datacenter has a power usage effectiveness (PUE) of 1.8 (the current industry average) 
 Server lifetime is 3 years, and server repair and maintenance is 5% of CapEx per year 
 The server’s average power draw is 75% of peak power. 

Figure 39 shows a breakdown of the yearly TCO for the case study. In this example, the high server capital 
costs dominate overall TCO, with 61% of the monthly cost related to server purchase and maintenance. The 
high share of server capital costs is typical for classical data centers.  

 

Figure 39 cost distribtuion – TCO breakdown for Dell Power Edge R630 in a large-scae data center 
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Annex 4 Impact of SP-DevOps concepts 

In D4.3, we presented the final SP-DevOps concept, including a set of tools and workflows developed with the 
aim of easing the tasks of Developers and Operators. The tools and workflows provide technological 
advancements in the following areas: 

‐ Observability: the congestion predictor, especially when used in conjunction with the DoubleDecker 
monitoring bus with support for aggregating information, allows predicting the congestion on tens of 
thousands of ports with very little traffic. 

‐ Verification: the set of tools (VeriGraph, consistent network updates, Watchpointer, ATPG) that were 
developed, along with the Verification workflow that integrates some of them as well as already 
existing tools from the community with the orchestration, provide a consistent barrage of automation 
and checking whether policies imposed by the operators are respected by the runtime system 

‐ Troubleshooting: EPOXIDE articulate several tools onto automated troubleshooting workflows that 
save time and effort on both the Developer and the Operator side. 

In this section, we take a techno-economical perspective and attempt to determine what savings in terms of 
costs may be achieved in case hardened versions of the tools might be deployed on unified cloud and transport 
infrastructure. In D4.3, we examined savings in terms of shortening the incident duration and occurrence. In 
this deliverable, we focus on what cost savings might be achieved. 

A 2015 survey from PuppetLabs (arguably one of the most popular in the DevOps community with almost 5000 
respondents worldwide) indicated that enterprises that are high performers in implementing DevOps would 
typically have the ability to recover from about 52% of the incidents in less than one day, but only about 15% of 
the incidents are recovered in less than 15 minutes [86]. This is in contrast with the low performing enterprises 
that are able to recover from only about 5% of incidents in less than 15 minutes and about 22% of incidents in 
less than a day. This is consistent with DZone’s 2015 Continuous Delivery Survey [87] that reports mean time to 
recovery between 0-2 hours for 38% of the respondents, while the mean time between incidents was reported 
to be less than 24 hours for 25% of the 900 respondents. Given that we do not have inside knowledge on the 
PuppetLabs survey methodology, we observe that the characteristics indicated for high performance 
enterprises seem to be equivalent to the “Measured” maturity level from the HP model.  

Very few telecom operators implement DevOps right now. However, due to the stringent focus on high-
availability, incidents appear to be handled faster using current technology and operational practices. A 
HeavyReading survey [88] performed in 2015 on more than 70 operators showed that 54% of the respondents 
encounter “often” incidents that require less than 15 minutes for solving, while incidents with duration 
between 4 and 24 hours are “rarely” seen by 59% of the respondents.  

Could the ongoing transformation, virtualizing many of the network functions, automating a significant portion 
of the operations and introducing some of the DevOps techniques in telecom networks improve the situation 
such that operators may answer “rarely” to 15-minute incidents and “never” to 4-24 hours-lasting incidents to 
such survey questions in the near future? More importantly from a UNIFY perspective, could techniques 
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developed as part of the SP-DevOps concept contribute to such evolution? We attempt to answer these 
questions in the remaining part of this section. 

The HeavyReading report [88] identifies network congestion as the second most common cause of outages 
and the most common cause of service degradations. Configuration issues are also occupying a forth position 
as most common cause of outages and is classified third when it comes to service degradations. 24% of the 
respondents indicate that significant costs are associated to dealing with congestion in their networks. 
Operational expenses to fix the problem is only the second most important component of the cost, while an 
increased rate of subscriber churn comes on the first position. This indicates that it is important to first prevent 
congestion and when it occurs that the situation is identified and fixed as soon as possible in order to minimize 
the number of affected subscribers. 

An IT administrator of virtualized workloads in a data center environment is able to handle 3 – 10x [89][90] 
more workloads or servers than in the case of an IT administrator working with physical servers. This is partly 
due to automation via DevOps tools such as Chef and Puppet and partly due to the inherent automation 
features that come with orchestration software such as OpenStack (for VMs) or Kubernetes (for containers). 
The combined WP3 and WP4 work in UNIFY shows the way operators may use orchestration and DevOps-
inspired technology in their networks. There is no indication that the gains might be less, although due to the 
spatial distribution of the nodes it is likely that the increase in the number of nodes handles by an operations 
person might be at the middle range of the spectrum for the most remote nodes (mainly in the RAN) while 
typical datacenter rates are likely to apply for the mobile core network nodes as well as nodes that support 
Cloud RAN functions. 

Alcatel-Lucent argued in [91] that the use of the Cloudband platform in conjunction with a virtualized network 
function would reduce the healing process by 88% on average for application and operating system failures 
compared to a traditional management process that involves many tools and several people to identify and 
solve the problem. When translating the scenario in a UNIFY environment, we observe that arguably similar 
scaling capabilities and integration of observability (MEASURE), troubleshooting (EPOXIDE) and verification 
(VeriGraph, consistent network udpates, watchpoint) with orchestration are available. Furthermore, if we 
assume that a business interface between the Operator and Developer of the network function exists that 
allows EPOXIDE to be deployed and troubleshooting workflows executed, the solving of both application and 
OS failures could be performed significantly faster, probably in a matter of minutes instead of the hour-level 
intervals of Cloudband.  

The cost of outages varies, but recent data from the Ponemon Institute [93] mentions 740357USD per outage 
for the data center operator and a 95 minutes average duration for data center outages. At the application 
layer, average costs are 110209USD for 1.33 hours of outage on a mission-critical application and 174227USD for 
3.97 hours of outage for a non-mission critical application [94]. We were unable to find similar data being 
available for European datacenters or telecom operators, so we define two scenarios: 

‐ Scenario 1, where costs are estimated to be the same as the average for the infrastructure operator in 
the Ponemon study. This makes sense since UNIFY is considering a distributed cloud and transport 
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infrastructure. We could argue, salary considerations non-withstanding, that such an approach could 
be considered a middle ground because the costs for intervening in a large datacenter do not include 
any truck rolls, which is what might be needed for some of the small distributed data centers of a 
future telecom infrastructure. 

‐ Scenario 2, where costs are estimated to be the average between the Application and the 
Infrastructure operator in the Ponemon study.  This scenario is thus based on a cost lower than 
Scenario 1 and could be considered a lower bound, making the assumption that the software-defined 
infrastructure of the operator may be managed more efficiently by using further DevOps solutions 
which are typical for datacenter application providers. 

The ENISA study [92] detailed causes and duration for significant incidents that telecom operators in Europe 
need to report to the regulators. We follow the same logic from D4.3 regarding the potential reduction of 
incident lifetimes by deploying SP-DevOps results and consider what-if scenarios that vary the potential 
savings between 10% and 80%.  

Figure 40 - Figure 42 show potential savings calculated for our two cost scenarios. We note that although such 
incidents are rare, the potential savings still range in the millions of Euros per operator and per incident. 

 

Figure 40 Potential savings for one Software Change incident 
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Figure 41 Potential savings for one Policy Fault incident 

 

Figure 42 Potential savings from one Overload incident 

As noted in [95], teams with DevOps experience on average 50% fewer failures and 28.3 minutes lower 
restoration times than teams the use standard IT operations practices. Furthermore, DevOps teams save on 
average 7.2 hours per week per person compared to teams the use standard IT operations practices. Therefore, 
further savings could be provided by adopting DevOps tools and processes outside of those defined by UNIFY. 
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